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lh e Vice- Principaf 
My appointment as vice-principal of the W.D. Lowe 
Technical School was indeed an honour for me. It was 
also, since I had been a teacher at this fine school for 
seven years (1951- 58) somewhat by way of being a 
homecoming. 
I have always been very conscious of the value of 
technical education and the vital role it plays in the 
life of our community. The technical skills obtainable 
at our school provide a means of earning a living and 
at the same time they constitute a part of today's 
culture. 
Since teachers and pupils play such leading parts 
in this Idea of technical education I am pleased to 
observe the deliberate effort being made at our school 
to view the pupil as a fellow human being, not as a 
tiny cog in a vast educational machine. Through this, 
many of our pupils are mastering that mostlmportant 
of all skills -- the art of living. 
The future of technical education seems very bright 
in this land of ours. I am proud to have some part in 
that future with the students here at W.D. Lowe 
Technical School. 
:Jechnicaf ';J)ireclor 
The economic council of Canada, In Its second 
annual report, lays great stress on the value of 
education In the future growth of Canada. 
Among the highlights of this report were these 
statements. "Education crucially Important factor 
in realizing full economic growth and higher living 
standards." Also "Shortage of skilled labor likely 
In the next five years." 
This report points up the importance of Technical 
education to obtain the basic technical knowledge and 
sk1lls that will enable a person to take their place in 
the expanding economy predicted by The Economic 
Council. 
To the graduates go my best wishes for success 
and happiness in your future life. 
To the undergraduates I urge you to take full 
advantage of many opportunities offered by this school 
to prepare yourselves for a successful career in this 
technological world. 
Although this Is one year short of the centenlal 
for Canada, we have decided to dedicate this year's 
"Towers", to Canada, We hope that the students of 
W.D. Lowe along with the students of Canada will 
join together In making Canada a better place to 
live. 
A number of students will look through the 1965- 66 
"Towers" and they will not realize that the material 
for this book was not put together by professionals 
but by the students of W,D, Lowe. Not by all of the 
students, but by such workers as Bob Farley and 
Dave Basden on the pictures, and by Wayne McGee 
working long hours In the darkroom and even longer 
hours on the actual l ayout of this year book. 
I also, have the honour of thanking Mr. Kocot 
for the wonderfUl job he did in guiding us this year. 
And now, from all of us on the staff to all of you 




L-R: Dave Basden (Photographer), Wayen McGhee (Graduation, Layout), Jim Biggs (Graduation), Mr. 
Kocot (Advisor), Fred Antenucci (Assistant Editor), Bob Farley (Photographer), Len Robi taille (Editor). 
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General Motors has "lived" in Windsor for a long time. 
We know ,t and we like 1t. We hke the location. the 
facilities. and most of all. we like the attitude of the 
people Down-to-earth and down-to-business. That's 
why Windsor was the logical choice for the only auto· 
matic transmission plant in Canada and for the nev. 
interior trim plant. 
We lrke 1t here and hope that the feeling 1s mutual. 
GM IN WINDSOR 




TRANS-CANADA HIGHWAY AT LOOP CREEK, 
ROGERS PASS, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Photo from Con. Gov't Trovel Bureau 
I 
~--------------.....  
The Windsor Board of Education 
offers greetings and best wishes to 
W .D. LOWE TECHNICAL SCHOOL 
on its growth and extension 
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION, 1966 
ELECTED TRUSTEES 
Word I ......••..•.......... H. A. Campbell 
Ward II ..••....•.......•... G. Alan Buchanan, B.A. 





••••• t • 
....... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . G. M. Grant, Q.C. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . D.W.Gray 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D. T. Watson 
Ward VII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. H. Hawkins 
Ward VIII .................... S. M. McDowall, B.A. 
APPOINTED TRUSTEES 
Separate School 
T. Meconi, B. A. 
H. J. Lassaline, M.A. 
Vocational School 
G . A. Lacy, B. A. Sc. 









don!, McMeeldn, Monks, 
,ynolds, Puusa, Grimes, 
Jey savage, Neilson, Cow-
11, Hewitt, Chlrgwin, Phllllph, 
len Herman, Ross, Hilde-
-and!, Awad, Walten, Sykes, 
STAFF 
Messr's 
Coltas, Harrison, Jenkins, 
Byrne, Harnadek, Palenchuck, 
Popkey, Parent, Little, Jarvis, 
Bellaire, Benjamin, Campbell, 
Malldn, Martel, 
McGee, L.F., B.A. - Principal 
Aitchison, G., B.A. - Vice Principal Barnes, F.W. • Shop Director 
Durocher, E., B.A. - Vice Principal 
DEPARTMENT HEADS 
Baggio, T.J., B.A. Phys, Ed. 
Brumpton, G.P., B.S.A. Science 
Dickson, D,D. Auto Mechanics 
Douglas, G.J., B.A. Geography 








Roach, A,, M.A. 
Sivell, W,J, 1 B.A. 
Stecher, J. 
Walton, E.W. 





Bellaire, R.J., B.Sc. 
Science 
Benjamin, C. V.O., B.A. 
French 
Patterson, P.J., B.A. 
English 
Byrne, J.E., M.A. 
Mathematics 
Campbell, G,G., B.A. 
History 
Chirgwin, G, W, 
Physical Test Lab. 
Coltas, A.G., B.Sc. 
Science, Guidance 
Costello, J.J., B.A. 
Econ., Phys. Ed. 
Cowgill, H. 
Welding 




Harnadek, F., B.A.Sc, 
Science 
Harrison, A.B., B.A. 
Mathematics 




Hlldebrandt, G,, B.Sc. 
Electricity 












Malkin, R.A., B.Sc. 
Science 
Marchand, R.H., B.A. 
English, French 
Martel, J,J,, B,A, 
Phys, Ed. , French 
• Mehenka, Z., B.Sc. 
Science 
Monks, R. L., Ac.A. 
Art 




Nesbit, R., B.A. 
English, History 
Oxford, W.L. 









Parent, L.c., M.A. 
English, Social Studies 
Phl:lllp, J.J. 
Machine Shop Practice 
Pbilllps, J.E., B.A., B.P.E, 
Phys. Ed., Geography 
Popkey, C.A., B.A. 





Reynolds, D.W., B.A. 




Machine Shop Practice 
Salich, P.G. 
Auto Mechanics 
Savage, J.T • 
Metal Fabrication 
Starr, L.R., B,Sc, 
Mechanical Drafting 




Warren, A, T., B.A. 
Guidance, Mathematics 















In the midst of a high school community the most 
prevalent virtue should be that of personal humiUty, 
Favoured though we are to be here we should draw 
realization of our own infirmities and shortcomings, 
through our close proximity to great men and great 
Ideal. Simultaneously we should draw inspiration and 
ambition to Improve ourselves and the world around 
us. 
The social function of a high school ls to produce 
original thinkers and nonconformists. It takes but little 
talent to conform to social dictates. n takes both 
courage and a sense of purpose to determine to 
change society constructively. 
If W.D. Lowe has developed in you a sense of 
personal hum111ty and a related desire to achieve 
perfection through social improvement, then it has 
accomplished its primary end. Let us hope that Its 
success of this year shall be repeated 1n the years of 
growth to come. 
Sincerely yours 
Rick Romanik 










































TRINITY VILLAGE, BONAVISTA BAY, NFLD. 
Photo from Can. Gov't Travel Bureau 
I 
M. D~:1'!\ISOI\ 
f' .S. - I dunr<> 
P.P. - Swoarlnc 
Amb. - Motter 




P.P. - Gtrlt Who bate fr"Hb air 
Allltl. - _1n, • na 
I t71 - l4an1td to a -nn•ld. 
D. DcLISLE 
F, S. - ll't a Cbr. 
P. P, - 4 rt . .,_1,1 
Amb, - Pou }lalb. 
1971 - Ruo down Ralph, 
D. JACKSOI\ 
F.S. - Toucll liun!es 
P. P. - Prlncot'"' Types 
Amb. - Loi. ot Bibles 
1971 - Cbuclar diaper, • 
B. DESBIEN 
F.S. - HI f'"""7 Loold.Dc 
P.P. - Girls 
Amb. - 11>lmllrlc at PoOI 
ltrnl - Art Coll•p. 
B. DUROCHER 
f' .s. - .,,. ... ., Dodp 
P. P. - Ford• 
Amb. - Footlitll player 
1 t71 .. Work1n t Way's l::.uo. 
10 
S. POUPARD 
F.S, - Would JOU btll .. e 1 
P.P. - Chin Sbrybbery 
Amb. - Marrtace 
I ffl - l,Jarrtod. 
B. EC.EHT01' 
F.S. - Of wbl.t 
P.P. - Pllbd brasbts 
Ami>. - \'tl'J little 
It'!(. - SIii> lruman t,.. dftlltr. 
R. FIELDS 
F .s. - Slid c 
P. P. - t·ornt )lath 
Arnb, - Good b .. k>lball player. 
1971 - Wlndaor Alumt. 
X. \\iGLH 
F .S. - 11>1>tre ta ht? 
P.P. - Boys 
Amb. - To eo to Torcmto 
197G - Still tryln1. 
J. SCIIOOFF 
f'.S. - !lab' 
P.P, - ""'11>1• 
Amb. - To rro,, a blatr coat" 
than Mr. Wttr 
1971 - Amb. accompllsbod. 
R. FOX 
f' -Wtll 
P, P. - A slrl 
Amb. - )Itch. nctnffr 
1971- Marrlod G-.er. 
D. HOUSTON 
F.S. - M.Y.G.T. 
P.P. - Lynda 
Amb. - Wlptng out Chev 's 
1976 - Paying o!f G.T. 
V... PURDY 
F .S. - You had best be lood 
P.P. - fords 
Amb. - Own a Che\' 




F .s. - Blow, The Queen's here 
P. P. - Old cars 
Amb. - Bachelor 
1976 - Mar rte<! 
M. SILLS 
F .S. - 1! you want my opinion 
P.P. - 1234 Wigle Ave. 
Amb. - Pontiacs 
1976 - Tune up Spectaltsl al 
Remlngton Auto. 
D.BEAUNE 
F .S. - Forget 11 
P.P. - Teachers 
Amb. - Race car driver 
1976 - Windsor Raceway 
11 
A.MONK 
F .S. • Gel Lost 
P.P. - Super tuning his Ford 
Amb. - Monk's Automotive 
1976 - Tuning his Ford. 
R.UTTLEY 
F .S. - Honda Forevter 
P.P. - Don D. 
Amb. - Flat Foot 
1976 - Constable 
B.BRENT 
F.S. - Don't bUJ me 
P. P. - 160 Morris 
Amb, - Restln& 
1976 - unemployed. 
G. PUPULIN 
F.S. - D.D. 
P.P - Girls 
Amb. - Own a Chevelle 
1976 - President of G.M. 
D . DAY 
F.S. - Take care of that bustness 
P.P. - Long hair 
Amb. - Have a happy marriage 
19'16 .. Pres. or ? 
L . BRIDGEN 
F .S. - Whats for homework 
P. P. - Tbe Fair Sex 
Amb. - 3 Letter Man 
1976 - wrestler 
S. BUSUTTIL 
F ,S •• But lilr! 
P,P •• Grammar 
Amb •• Po,ttred 
1"76 - loWla, 
H. HHB,\K 
F .S .... Lend m• you.r lfwt. 
P,P, • ~0 Oodp 
Aa>b. • SUU alnel• 
I ffl • DI stla(llhllecl. 
R. BEJSETEAll 
F.S .• Knork II oa 
P.P .• CUI! C. 
Am:>. - To rraduate 
I t'7S • '.'\tlU lrylAJ, 
C. DESCH Al!\ E 
F.S ... Pl.._.., Pat 
P,P,. Pal O'Sullivan 
Amb, • To be C<IDl-
19'76. Toachlnr Karaut, 
B. J.\CKSO:S 
F .S ... Homnorll:., Housebarnt 
P.P, • Carpontry, Eitel., 
Amt .... Part Um• 1raonut 
lt'7C • Loni ,t Ule fllH. 
C. C,\RTIER 
F .S. • Don't worry •t,out II 
P.P •• Rator Bbdu 
Ami>, • Admln.l cl t lNt 
I ffl • Cabin 8oJ. 
J,HOGGE 
f' .S ... A famlUar face 
P,P.-0 ..... • 
Amb . • Onl Hehlor's lobnsloo 
19'76. Fnt. 
F.S .• Co hanc yourself 
P, P . . 1-lt who talk 
Aa>h, • IU•tory 
lffl. Playi,.. Lureb OD T. V, 
R.OUGAL 
F ,S, • Oh l<ol ll•rt tot ••• Mlkt 
P.P .• Mllt• Paro 
.\ml) •• 11\'\p -· 19'76 • Own a Chevy Coupe, 
G. HOLM ,:,. 
F .S. • Wbal Iba? 
P,P, • Trusport.,Uoo 
A mb. - To work 
1976 - Co"otte. 
B. 110011 
F .s .• Let m, slHP 
P.P .• 1-1• who w to him 
Aa>b, • To olMP 
19'76 • Awtlllly Ured. 
B. KERSEY 
F .S ... Want I bro.ken 1rm 
P. P • • Flat Uros 
Amb ... A MW bite 
tffl. sun kleklnr, 
J, 11:lCOLETTl 
F.S. - Situation IS very crtm 
P.P. - TaldnS out prt,ap 
Amb ... Ga.nester 
197G - Cart>•c• man. 
B. \\ ARD 
F .s. - !low Ions UII lunch 
P.P. - Loslns 
Amb. - To own a Mo-Par 
19?6 - SU11 losing. 
P . JOVAN A \'IC 
F.S. - I didn't do It 
P.P. - French teachora 
w - Troubles 
19'16 - Trouble maker. 
M. P\RE 
F .S. - Rand), your tilt "1mbe1t 
P.P ... Herman Proms 
Amb. - To burn the Red Barn 
I 976 - Tryln( lo bum a match. 
J. \\ ILLI,\MSOJ\ 
F .s. - Wrtllnc your prllrtend 
P.P. - Ntw Ytara F.vt 
Amb. - PoundlftS a beat 
1976 - • 
P . ACCHIO!\E 
F .S. - Anythln, 
P.P. - E.nflllh 
Amb. - Clrls 
1976 - Editor ol Playboy. 
13 
J. SCHOOFF 
F.S. - VA. Chtmtstry done 
P.P ... Otadltne !or dnwtn111 
Amb. - Drawing ln m time 
1976 - Stilt drawlnc. 
5 YEAR 
PROGRAM 
R. BELL \IHE 
f.S. - WhO's Fred 
P,P. - Low markl 
Amb. - !Ugh maru 
1976 - Teactuaa Fred Wal bee. 
F . SOREXSE:N 
f,S. - 1 • cn•t copyln 
P.P. - f'lat ures 
Amb. - Cowboy 
1976 - Stoney 11Flnn° Burk~. 
H. !-.IOHHISO!\ 
r .s. - W'ho needs a ha.I rcut 
P. P. - Peroxld• 
W - Short hatred "rl 
1976 - ~atle or a prl. 
B. CJCC01 ELLI 
F .S. - Hey Farmer 
P. P , - La~y cows 
Amb. - Farmer• 
1976 - MaJdnc plows tor farmers. 
M. COlltARTII\ 
F.S. • .,_t• 
P.P .• '4,tb. 
Amb. - l:1.ctrlcla11 
19'76. £leclrlcll7. 
B. \\.\ y 
F.S .• Lola rur Mr. "ft" 
P.P. - Homt•ort 
w • Qaacu lit• Butch 
lffl - IUrt,oat S~. 
J. IHEL,\!\O 
F .s. - :so rompeUllon ta Jour 
P.P. • FNndl 
Amb. • 81,.. o,-.-1 bl-
1 t'II - •1,ch, Enrlnffr. 
J. DA \ ' ll) 
F .s, ... r•m puc to pu"I 
P,P,-8..,.... 
Amb. - S.O.S. C.mt 
llnl • S.O.S. Chomp. 
F .s. - I thlnll JOU Wf'Ollf 
P,P. • Teacher1 who ars,Jft 
W-Oymnuuu 
I ffl - Olymp(u. 
H. LEGAUL1 
F .S. - Ltnd ... your llwk. 
P. P. - Go1aC borne 
Ami>. - Fur111 .. ,.,,.,. barwn 
I t71 • Dl1Uncul1h.-l. 
14 
I-'. LIT'I LHJOll!'Jii 
F.&_.._,, ......,I 
P.P .• r .... 
Amb. - SlHp Utrou~ Frencb 
19'1' ... T••chtnf Frei 
M. BHO\\ :-
F .S. • Col a blkt 
P.P. - HaJrcuta 
I\' - 1%00 cc, Harl"')' 
l ffl - O.rt>tr. 
G. B,\RK~. H 
F .S. • Hey Lure~ 
P. P, • Smart AIKks 
• - Wlwcroru 
It'll - Comtdllll. 
f. \\' .\LL,\C E 
F.S. - Phltac, Phllal 
P.P .• Ttacbtra 
A - ln!•rlorlt,· complex 
lt7'. Tuer.,, 
D. } ' OUH:s'IEH 
f".S. - n,e Btble says --
P. P. - ~Inc BtJmlntcn 
Amb.-Goodal"-dmlatca 
I t'IG • Ill !ho ra<lttl. 
G. CHAMBERS 
t .S. - What Pole 
P. P - C•mffll Potea 
W - ktoy roa•I• 
1 t71 - To bt or not IO bt. 
B. CHOMYSH\'N 
r .s ... School, what's that? 
P.P. - Arsutnc 
'A' - Tanln 
1976 - En(1nffr. 
M. MICELI 
f.S. - \\'bof a do( 
P,P, - Philosophers 
W • En11t1h 
1976 - Philosopher, 
G.SOVHAN 
F .s. - You .shoUld have Sffn 
P.P. - B. Chomyshyn 
W - Sllort blonds 
1976 - CNa.H monl<ey. 
R, DROl.,ILLAHD 
F .S. - Who nffds glas•u 
P. P, - 20 20 Vision 
A,nb, • Sfflft( 
t 976 - £ye Specialist. 
\\, REAUME 
F .S. • I'm not ~re 
P.P. - A bad book 
W - A rood book 
- Compettnc with ShSkespesN. 
J, LIRA 
F.S. - My tar•, cot t ....... .. 
P.P. - C:a.rs 
Amb. - Chevles 
1976 - Stock ear clrlvor. 
I S 
J. E~DHE 
F.S. - Lets pla1• CheSI 
P. P. - FN'n<h 
w - Chess 







AHCH . DRAFTII\G 
M \CH . SHOP 
T. 1:-.-G 
F .S. - Wtll the theory stalH ....... . 
P.P. - Makins a speech 
Amb. - Encllsh 
1 t76 - lloct. 0n.n1nc, 
Z . SCHRENDLEH 
F.S. - Shut up Joe 
P,P, - Sborty 
Amb. - Ches.s 
l 976 - To be ~II and lanky. 






r .B . • Wbtn • my J oet llomalllk? 
P. P, • Sd,ool 
Amh,. Sleep 
1970 - Still s teeping, 
H. HERITZ 
F,S,. What1 
P. P. - e.tnc callod <l<-nR 
Amb, - To conMmn hla drt.wln11 
1976 - Condemned. 
J. P \TTl-:HSOI\ 
F ,S, - G<>t lost 
P, P, - Mr. P••~ra 
Amb •• f11n out 
It'll • Sholl"" on • Sheeny wa,on. 
B.COLQUHOUN 
r.S. • y.,.h! 
P, P. - lot Football pmt and 1 
broken len, 
Amb. - Draltman. 
1976 - Htld Driver (flftl.ault) 
G. LAPORTE 
F .S. - Ah, come on! 
P, P. • Sharon Slncllllr 
Amb. • Uve 11 Staway Towora 
I t76 - Gettlnr an apartment, 
O. SC .\HPELLI 
F,S, • What'a that mean, 1tr"> 
P. P, • lnlerrupUon• 
Amt,. • Dranmo1n 
I t'7I • Du1rn1n1 own home. 
16 
F. OAVENPOPT 
F,S, Ttll mt ll>OUt II 
P. P. - Workln( at HI Ho 
Amb .... Tour Europe 
1976 - Worklnc at HI Ho. 
C. LA\VRE!',SON 
F,S. • Chorp 
P,P. - Grau• 
Amb, - Architectural F:nlfln"r 
I t76 • Malibu Beach. 
B. SZEKELY 
F .s. - A mickey mouse d•al 
P, P, - Tall drarttnc tNcti.r 
Amb. - Mayor of l .A. 
I 978 - !<&ncy S. 
B. DOBSON-SMITH 
F .S .... Pm a 101•r 
P.P. • Duaty Steward 
Amb, - To date C. GUMell 
t 971 - Watchlnr Daty and Cbtryl 
ftct,t. 
L. MAHIUS 
F,S, -1 clM't know 
P.P. • ltalllnt Who don'l 1ptak 
t:n1llah, 
Amb. • To team rnc. 
t 9'11 - Proleuor of £n1ll1h. 
B.THOMS 
f' .s. • What the 
P, P. • Si-er room • ••II 
Amb. • Married 
1976 • Broakfut In bed. 
B. VI· JUIOECKX 
f.S. - llordly cheeses me off 
P.P . • People btner than me 
Amb. - Armt 19", Cl,ut ZZ" 
un . !!uballtut• for •mall people. 
R. DuPIUS 
F .s. - What aro wo to do? 
P, P. • Cold Rm, 10'1 
Amb. - Monkey 
I 076 - Uvlnt It up, 
W. MANGILE 
F.8 .• Hty Fred, wh1t11 und•r your 
1h1rt• 
P. P. • SlaylnJ awu• 
Amb, - Worklnc at Ylc Tanny 
1976 • AslHp at worlc, 
\. Al\TEl\'NIJCCI 
F.S. - Give mo a brook 
P.P. - R. Romanik 
Amb. - To b<>at Mlnnl.ota Fol• 
19117 - Sllll trylnJ. 
B.HOLDER 
F.S. - Its ob•lous 
P.P. - Antln11cc1 
Amb. - A hockey llneman, 
1978 • Manarr of a toothpick 
factory. 
G. MORDEN 
F .S .• Let• blow this pop 1tand 
P.P. - Too,..., hrt. In. day 
Amb. - To ,o to C&llfomla 
I 076 • A pop •land In C&llfomlo. 
17 
T. B \GGIO 
F ,S, • Whal the? 
P,P, - Rm. 232, 8 & 9 "1,rtods 
Amb. - J>ro bukothall 
I 9117 • llafflo't Tool Shop, 
B. HUl\T 
F .S •• YOll Dovll 
P, P. • LHI wetsht1 
Amb .• College 
1978 - Uferuard at lluocle Bffch. 
E. MYEH::i 
F.S .• Ar• you out or )'OUr mind'> 
P. P. • ~·UMy IOOklnS lllChU 
Amb. • Own a btetnlk pod 
I 078 • Coln( Willi Donna. 
C.IHICO 
F.S. - f'UMy onion 
P.P .• Teachor In Rm. 203 dlsllku 
rod hud ltoltans 
w • ~ot to o,m Brand "X" 
I 9117 • Uttlo 0' WIIHI Mal<tr. 
f. Lf MMO 
f ,S, • Howl II solnr Ell(I 
P. P. - Man In nm. 314 
Amb •• To slnr with the man 
1D76 .. Comtn1 back from Hou•ton. 
R. HOMAMK 
t ' ,S .• Hoyl 
P,P, • Mr. Pffpor1 Rm. 10'1 
Amb, • An F.0 'T)pt Jq, 
19'78 - (),rnlnr ID &-~. 
A.SHAFAR 
F' ,S ... Hows things on the tarm 
P. P. - Long, curly hair 
Amb. • Daily Double winner 




J . KALBOL 
F.S. - What kind of deal ts thts 
P. P. - Economics 
Amb. - Own a corvette 
1976 - Drlvlnf a '59 Chrysler. 
W. STEWIN' 
F .s .• Whal kind of action Is this? 
P.P. - Barbers who give short 
haircuts 
Amb. - Millionaire Play~ 
1976 - Married and bold. 
G . CHEVALIER 
F ,S, - What's tor Hwk? 
P.P. - T.v. Commercials 
Amb. - Millionaire 
1976 - Trucking for Goodwill 
Induslry. 
D. LaBRANCHE 
F.S. • Golly 
P. P. • Kalbol 
Amb. - Draltsman 
1976 • Still Sharpening pencils. 
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B. THIBERT 
F .S .... You burr head 
P. P. - Antlnuccl 
Amb. - Own a XKE 
1976 - 1st Trombone In Lowe band. 
T . DUROCHER 
F .S. - Did you see that one 
P,P, - Girls who tall In love 
Amb. - Stop girls from loving 
1976 - Impala and In love. 
S. LEACH 
F.S. - Fuzzy 
P. P, • 332 Fords 
Amb. • Mill Wrong 
1976 - A Homl Comet. 
J. THEMBLAY 
F .S. - What am I doing here? 
P, P. - Romlnlk's Paisley shirt 
Amb. - 500 mph skate boar<1 
1976 - Retired cripple. 
T . JACQUES 
F .s. - Who me? 
P.P. - Girls 
Arnb, - Own a Corvette 
1976 - In Army Cadets. 
W , LE\\'ACK 
F .s. - r don't care 
P. P. - Lousy lathe 
Amb, • Chocolate cake 
1976 - Tool bit grinder. 
rt 
G. MOlJSSEAU 
F ,S, - Kak head 
P.P. - Drattlnc 
Amb, - P, E. Teacher at 
St. Mary's Academy 
lt'76 - Head Spoog for Joe's 
CarWuh. 
B. B \SHU RA 
r.s. - Ah, your putunr m• on 
P, P. - None shy girls 
Amb. - Perfect attondence 
I Vl6 - Still trytnc. 
B . HILLMAN 
r .s. - I whlh for one more 
P.P. - Blonds 
Amb, - To make somethlnc of 
himself. 
1976 - owns a Tool Room. 
V. NELSON 
F .S. - It •s not my fault 
P. P. - A Dod1e•s front •nd 
Amb. - Lawyer?? 
IVl6 - Jail. 
J. BU R NS 
r .s. - YH, the1 are 
P,P. - Girls who say pardon 
Amb. - Enrtne•r 
1976 - Corvolle. 
K.HlJBER 
F.S. - You dummy 
P, P, - Dummies 
Amb. - To gnduatt 
1976 - Sllll trylnc. 
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F.OWEN 
F .S. - If you had a braln -
P. P, - A certain brunet 
Amb. - orart,man 
1976 - Big Daddy, 
M. CHE SL EA 
F .S. - I'm sure 
P, P, - Shevtnc 
Amb. - To own Ford Co. 
1976 - Worklnc ror G.M. 
B.HUTTEH 
l'.s. - Don't be hard to rot alone 
with 
P.P. - Studies 
Amb. - Trylnc to stu<ly 
1976 - Possible Grad. 
R. PRICE 
F ,S. - Is that r1Cflt? 
P,P, - 283 Ponllac 
Amb, - To -• Ora111ng 
1976 - Stlll trytnc. 
R. COUVILLON 
F.S. - Girls caJore 
P, P. - stuck up prla 
Amb. - Tablt dancer 
1976 - own a Harum. 
F . IIIAILLOUX 
F.S. - Hayul 
P.P. - New dances 
Amb. - Save Embusy coupons 
1976 - SUII l&YlnC, 
L . !\JAURE 
F .S. - You yellow belly ... 
P.P. - Untalkatlve girls 
Amb, ... To be a success 






F .s. - Take 1l easy now 
P.P. - Honda 
Amb. - To make wine 
1976 - Making wine In back of 
electric shop. 
R. MAYRAND 
F .s. - Drop Dead 
P.P. - Bird 
Amb. - Llve In Georgtan Bay area. 
1976 - Bird Sanctuary, 
R. ANDRE\\ S 
F .S. - Holiday tomorrow 
P.P. - No money 
Amb, - None 
1976 - Dragstrlp on South Sea 
Island, 
P . DURONIO 
F.S. - May as well, can't dance 
P.P. - Ford producls 
Amb. - Pass Electrtclty 
1976 - Delivering Pizza. 
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G. NORTH 
F .S. - So whatl 
P.P. - Kids 
Amb, .. To ret married 
19'76 - 10 kids a.a on welfare. 
M.BELLAVY 
F .S ... Loan me your Hwk. 
P.P. - Falling 
Amb. - ElectMctan 
1976 - Stlll working at A&P. 
D. FREGOE 
F.S. - Who did the Hwk? 
P.P. - working on v.w. 
Amb, - To craduate 
1976 - Electrtclan, 
B. PASTORIUS 
F.S. - Hutter, Its PoOl time! 
P.P. - Crooked cues 
Amb ... Pool shark 
19?$ - Still trying to beat Hutter. 
K. DANCHUK 
F .S. - So? 
P.P. - Being drunk 
Amb. - To own Carltngs 
1976 - Pres. or Hiram Walkers, 
J. JONES 
F.S. - OK, M.S.! 
P.P. - Falling 
Amb. - To graduate 
1976 - Trumpet leader or own band. 
nd. 
G.KOZAK 
F ,S, - Wbo did tile l!Wt' 
P.P. - Worlt 
Amb. - Bum 
1078 - Educalod bum. 
W. PASCUCCI 
F .S. - Are you serious? 
P.P. - To learn EDcllsh 
Amb. - To mate wine 
111'76 - Runnlnr lttUe Italy. 
M. WANNICK 
F .S. • Who did tile Hwk? 
P, P. - Eleetrtclty tests 
Amb. - Brain su...-n 
U78 - U"1tenant In the People, 
!wpot,llc Army. 
D.LANDE 
F.S. • Chff71 Go, Forda Blow 
P.P. - Mickey Moose Fords 
Amb. - Race car drtver 
1976 - In lracUon. 
D. ROY 
F ,S, • What Hwk? 
P.P. - Boole reporu 
Amb, - Dectrtclan 
lt78 - BuylnC 1st car. 
J, GRUBISICH 
F,S .• SUrat, you jell Sir 
P. P. - Vice Principal 
Amb. - To bowl a 200 rame 
1 t78 - Flnprs stuck In bowline 
bill. 
J. l\1cKE:S.NEY 
F .S. • Old JOU h .. r Ille oot ..•• 
P.P. - Homowort 
Amb. - Colourtnr Easter Erra 
for Bugs. 
lt78 - Pan Han<llu. 
R. :SLADE 
F.s. - No days 
P. P. - Homework 
Amb. - To cra&iate 
lt76 - N .. rly made It. 
P.MARCOTTE 
F,S. - Give me a brau 
P.P. - ~natona 
Amb, - Tester at Hiram Walken 
I t76 - Alcoholic. 
R. NESBITT 
F.S. • 
P.P. - Teachers 
Amb, - Money for Europe 
1976 - Europe. 
S. \\ ALLACE 
F .s. - Its best we wol'lc 
P.P. - Carpentry teacher 
Amb, - Tfl:hnlctan 
lt78 - FNder Beater. 
M.NAGTEGAAL 
F.S .• 
P. P •• Chemistry 
Amb. - Scholar 
tt76. suu 1n en.de 12. 
F.TANNER 
r .s .• To Ille Ca!.C.rl• 
P.P. • Cboml$lry 
Amb. • Jockey 
1m. Patt. mr 7~/Hr. 
D. PEARCE 
r .s • • BIii SI rl 
P.P . • Bortnr Matb. period 
Ami> •• A muter prtnt.r 
I t'II • Stlll SS worda/mla. 
D. LE\\ CHUK 
F.S. - I'm .sur91 
P.P. • P'orda 
Ami>. • Wllo -·• 1970 • OrlY!Ar a P'ord. 
M, VIJO\-ICH 
r.,. -s,,,.. thlnr "an 
P. P . • Malta up on a prt 
Amb. - Olsc Jockey 
I t'IO - o, l•lnr a ,., Jar. 
J. PIPES 
Y.8. - C.t off my back 




r .s. - Loot out Georre 
P.P. • MLutnr Gars 
Ami>. - SPMd shtrttnr 
It. BAGDES,\HIAN 
r .S. • C1-k U- ltp 
P.P . • PrlnU,,. Press 
Amb. • 100 wtvt• 
lffl. Ba~lor. 
L.ROCHELEAU 
F .S. • FUMY Onion 
P. P. • Oraltlnc 
Amb.-To~t• 
lt'IO . rw .. 1 car tn ton. 




F .S .• We almOII won 
P . P .• Bad rororees 
Amb. • An R.C.M.P. 
19'70 • Pr'.otl.Dc Poll .. Naw-r 
In Cllarulll. 
111. RIZKALLAH 
F.S • • C.tWlst 
P. P. • Show olf1 
Amb.-Aat._...t 
U7G - On monkey uporlment to 
the moon. 
J. MATIJASE\ !CH 
F .s .• I call )on ••Baby • cau• 
JOO baven'I Col i..tb. 
P. P .• Ptople who advl .. 
Psychlallc care. 
1 '70 • o kl.a and nm,y rich. 
COLUMBIA ICEFIELOS, JASPER NATIONAL PARK 
Conodion Notional Roilwoys photo 
\,\I HY ATTEND A TECHNICAL SCHOOL? 
Fred Wallace 
In my oplnlon, a technical education ls the most 
valuable secondary education someone like me can 
have. In a world where technology ls not only a way 
or life but also the method of existence, no one - - and 
this, to an extent, lncludesthefemaleofthe species --
can survive and progress without having at least a 
sketchy background in the technological sciences. 
While it ls true that a straight arts course introduces 
students to the physical and chemical sciences, that ls 
all it does - - introduce. Toe student seldom develops 
a real appreciation or "feel" for the work that he or 
she ls doing. 
'.This ls where the technical education picks up the 
loose ends. It takes the "book-knowledge" that the 
student has acquired and turns it into a sklll - - per-
haps not a physical skill, but a sk111 nevertheless. 
And, naturally, 1! a student goes out into lnd11stry 
after completing a teclmlcal education, he is already 
three jumps ahead of everyone else, if only for the 
fact that his field of knowledge and sklll has been 
broadened by his secondary school experiences. No 
one can argue that the world couldn't use the faster-
moving technology that would inevitably result. 
Now consider those who want a college education. 
Would they be wise to choose a technical course in 
secondary school? The answer ls " yes". Not only 
wlll he or she have added dexterity in and more 
complete understanding of laboratory subjects while 
in university, but also the more widely dlvers1fled 
background received in high school promotes easier 
communication between co-workers on the job. 
In summation, whether measured in school, out of 
school, or on the Job, a technical education can be 
the most valuable five years or anyone's life. 
MR. KNOW - IT - ALL 
Gerald Baillargeon 
11- C 
Locked ln his computor brain 
Is the maximum speed of a diesel train, 
The distance from Mlsslsslppl to Maine, 
And the principle of the aeroplane, 
Yet he never felt joy and he never felt pain. 
He mastered the logarithm!,: scale, 
Stood first in his class three times at Yale 
And snubbed anybody that happened to fail, 
Though he never learned to drive a nall. 
He quoted from Shakespeare at the age of four; 
Byron and Shelley, still he craved for more 
Till his library covered from physics to war 
And he's only become a well- learned bore. 
In spite of his encyclopaedic mind, 
His aimless knowledge could not ever give; 
The truth that only the simple man finds: 
That the secret of knowing ls knowing to live, 
24 
VANCOUVER HO! or (BRAZIL Kl 
By Tom Findlay 
11-B 
When very young, I had a very interest,. 
experience, I was to fly to Vancouver to spendt 
weeks with my aunt and my uncle. Since I hadc 
nine years of life behind me, and none of those 
any nylng experience, the promise of a trip oru 
sort was in itself a tremendous thrill, 
After being dePoslted at the alrJ)Ort by my pa~ 
I sat waiting for my flight to be announced. The: 
heard it! 
"All passengers for flight 26 to Vancouver ple:-
reJ)Ort to gate 10," 
"Hurrah!" I was on my way! I made a mad di. 
for gate 12. Enthusiastically I boarded the plane 
settled down to enjoy the pretty stewardess and 
night to Vancouver. 
Well, dear reader, to make a long story short 
my excletment, I boarded the wrong plane and lnst 
of going to Vancouver, I arrived in Brazil. 
After arriving in Brazil, I realized that I had 
money to get home. As I wandered down the stre, 
of Rio, trying to find a solution to my problem, Is. 
a man standing in a crowd, signing up little childri 
to work on his coffee plantation. Realizing that t;. 
could be my opJ)Ortunlty to obtain some money for 
return fare, I signed up, 
Because I had no previous experience, I star 
out making eight cents a day. My job was to pick bt' 
and at the end of the day, to load them Into a wa~ 
Six days a week and fourteen hours a day, I picke 
Each week I received 48 cents, which after subtracl1 
25 cents for my room, and 10 cents for my food, I 
me with a total of 13 cents. This I carefully hoar<. 
In a small bag under my wicker bed, 
The food was very good - chill beans and cofl, 
three times a day, seven days a week. 
Every day it rained about seventeen inches, and 
worked In it. 
I am writing this story as I sit In the plane on tl 
way back to Canada, It has taken me fifty- seven yea: 
to save up enough to come home. 
Ah! But those wonderful childhood years. I st..: 
probably never get my trip to Vancouver, 
SUBLIME GIFT 
By Kevin Mann l lC 
The ancient quest for the Irrelevant 
Has distracted men from the song sought source 
Of life's extreme value and people sent 
Astray their goal, saw not God's secret force. 
Ah! the fun, the wit, the companionship, 
Beyond the barriers or bars of wealth, 
The basic rudiment of llfes long trip; 
Firm to the end in hardship, sickness, wealth. 
Of my father's enemies, their table 
I partake and share In their joy o'er looking 
Their mistakes, for a friend true and faithful 
Is God's sublime gift - the Joy of giving, 
And when my life has passed me by, 


































John Schooff 12-A 
A silent glide into the air, 
'The sparkling sprayed spectacle of sunset light 
A sudden turn a fllcktng glare, 
The ruby eyed rays, an awesome sight. 
'The salted breeze, the upward lift, 
The crashing dive through the breeze, 
A diamond spray, that was the fifth 
Fish caught today in effortless ease. 
Back into the golden sky 
To glide, turn, and soar in grace, 
As endless time passes by, 
'The sea gull goes on in endless pace. 
ESCAPE 
Abb Naklie 1 o-c 
THE STREET\\ ALKER 
Dan Thomas 
I was deep in the darkness of a downbeat slum 
street, looking for a place to stay. A heavy mist hung 
in the air making it difficult to breath. My feet were 
tired and my arms were sore from carrying my 
luggage down this endless stretch of darkened 
buildings. 
It was so very quiet, that I walked In fear of waking 
some half drunken night- owl. Distant horns of ocean 
going boats could be heard and the often frightening 
sound of a nightcrawler, slipping down a sewer 
opening, or a black cat !mocking down a tin, shattered 
the stream of silence and my nerves. 
This whole place gave me the creeps. I was 
conscious of every movement or sound. Iwas breath-
ing heavily, sweating, and imagining some ungodly 
beast would slip up behind me and slit my throat. 
As I looked around, no one could be seen. Only 
the tall haunted buildings stared back at me. Then a 
sound startled me; I wheeled around, but saw nothing • , 
I felt as though someone was out there in the misty 
darkness following me, and he could see me but, I 
could not see him. Occasionally a car would dash 
by at an Intersection down the street. Finally a taxi 
cruised up beside me. "Looking for a ride," he said. 
''Yes," I answered, ''Whereto?"hesaid. I answered, 
"Anywhere, as long as I get away from here." 
THE MARTIAN 
By: Joe Krsul 10- D 
North, south, east, or west •.. which way! Its 
coming, you can reel it ••. choose! North! Faster 
legs faster , • . Stop! No escape! Retrace your 
steps ... hurry! Turn south. Don't Stop! Thats 
almost suicide. Fell eh • • • Get up, In heaven's 
name get up! Turn left •.• no good. Re- trace your 
steps. Don •t worry; you '11 find a way. Right back 
where you started from? There are only two ways 
left, and one of them has to be H. East - and don't 
fall this time. Turn right here .. . Stop! Well don't 
Just stand there. Go back! Hard to breath, eh! Just 
keep the cloth where it is and you'll be alrlght. Back 
again. There's only one way left and it has to be H. 
Don't let the sweat bother you. Got your breath •. . 
Good. Now, run like you never ran before and don't 
give up hope. Oh nol A fork! Take the one on the 
left . • . Well move! Whats this .. . Stop! Turn 
around and go back. Now for the right side. This 
has to be it; 1t has to be: Don't do that! Keep those 
eyes open. Look .• . look ahead •. . a window! It's 
getting closer. Now, dash - through, Don't be afraid; 
It's open • . • 
One night as I looked at the stars, ~ 
I thought about a man from Mars, ~ ~ s-; b;;: 
Would he be big, would he be burly .,' ~ -- _. 
Or would he have hair thats gold and curly~? 
I've often thought of how he would appear, __. -
He lives so far but seems so near. ~ : 
Would he be bigger than a house -
Or smaller than the tiniest mouse? _.,.;:-
Jf, 
You dld it: you've really escaped. Relax! Now 
you surly flame, go and devour your prey! 
These questions have often entered my mind 
The answers to which I might never find 
About a creature who lives in space 
Millions of mlles from this time and place. 
GONE! IS THE LITTLE WHITE SWAN 
By Mike Brennan 
10-D 
I dashed through the woods, 
For I knew what to see, 
Along the lake protected by trees: 
The little white swan 
Swimming at dawn. 
Dodging the skyward vegetation 
I crept to the side of the stream, 
While the morning sun shone a steady beam 
On the back of the llttle white swan, 
Swimming at dawn. 
I dld not want to make her leave 
Though leaves were crackling under my knees, 
Off down the stream, with fear In her mind, 
The little white swan left to find, 
A nice quiet place 
To go swimming at dawn. 
I 
It's funny how a little piece of paper can put yo 
in a whole new world 
i 
i--, >< i u.. 
i 
,, 
Getting your driver's license makes the whole 
world a brighter place to live in. 
You can move. 
Without pestering Mom or Dad to drive you. 
Without depending on anybody else. 
But now a lot of other people are suddenly 
depending on you. 
;< 









Not for rides (although you like the feeling 
when you give somebody a lift). 
But for their lives. And their property. 
So don't take chances. Don't try to prove 
anything when you drive - except that you are 
qualified to do it. 
In every way. 
PLYMOUTH Fury - PLYMOUTH Belvedere - DODGE - Coronet by DODGE - VALIANT - CHRYSLER 
FARGO & DODGE TRUCKS A~ 
V~!t'l~~~~ 
SUNWAPTA FALLS, 
JASPER NATIONA PARK, ALBERTA 
Photo by Can. National Gav"t Travel Bureau 
,,B 
FIRST ROW: Billy Shaw, Tom 
Findlay, Joseph Fernback, 
Garry Good, Kenneth Smith, 
Earl M cC o rm i ck, Bobby 
Schroeder, Dennis Varga, SEC-
OND ROW: Harold Shore, Billy 
Davidson, Dennis Axford, Eric 
Amlin, David Stroud, Bobby 
Menzel, Philippe Trudell, Paul 
Kelly, Thomas Man gin, THIRD 
ROW: Kennith Rock, Jimmy 
Sears, Gary Ladoucear, Larry 
Lafromboise, Peter Barbeck, 
Richard Rico, Kennith Kokanie, 
Paul Tanner, Jimmy Sharpe, 
Gerald Dowhan, ABSENT: Tony 
Marino, Peter Tompkins. 
TEACHER: Mr, Herman. 
FffiST ROW: James Matthews, 
Robert Bea.Hie, James McDon-
nell, Sharon Sinclair, Carol 
Kravets, Beverlle Seal, Joanna 
Bullard, Gary Edmondson, Den-
nis Downes, Tom Woodall. 
SECOND ROW: Donald Lauder, 
Robert Taylor, Darron Foote, 
Dennis McLean, Don Ortet, 
Robert Demmans, Mario Piva, 
Robert Boughner, James Oram, 
John B rltenba ugh, Bud 
Houlahan. THIRD ROW: Roland 
Marentette, Carl Garrod, Den-
nis Le·slle, Ken Torell, Robert 
Fenton, James Pyne, ABSENT: 
Charles Payne, Clifford Gauth-
ier, 
TEACHER: Mr, Puusa. 
,,c 
FffiST ROW: Joseph Chiarenza, 
Fred Spencler, Gerald Baillar-
geon, Kevin Mann, Marcel God-
froy. SECOND ROW: FrankDat-
tUo, Michael Skreptak, Paul 
Borrelli, Franco Santarossa, 
Joseph Bulat, Paul LeBlanc, 
Joseph Tanguay, Brian Poslo-
ski, Richard Blumhagel. THIRD 
ROW: Dominic De Rose, 
William OUellette, Ronald Sta-
fani, Gary Trudell, David Pratt, 
Jan Marsden, Rory Rae, Eugene • 
Hupalo, Rodrick Scholey, Pat- J 
rick Bedard, Wallace Fitch. l 
FOURTH ROW: William Teno, l 
Gary Dmytrow, Daniel Russ, 
Sebastian Pirrone, Ju 1 e o 
Peretti, Anthony Kant, Allen , 
Knight, William Toth, Randy 'ij 
Sliva, ABSENT: Ronald Crew, 
Adriaan Verhulst. 
11- A FUTURE 1976 
DOWNES -- Fut. - 1976 - Still trying to borrow 
brother's car. 
BRITENBAUGH -- F .S. - Howdy neighbour 
FOOTE -- Fut, - Working for Tom McHan 
GARROD -- F.S. - Don't touch me buddy? 
HOULAHAN -- F.S. - Get out of my life? 
McDONNELL -- F .S. - I lose more cars that way 
MARENTETTE -- P.P. - Fattening foods 
ORAM -- F .S. - Quiet or I'll thomp ya 1n the mouth! 
ORIET -- Fut. • Making Records 
PIV A -- Fut. - Getting beat by Chev 's 
PAYNE -- Fut. - Gorilla fighter in South Africa 
PYNE -- Fut. - Lumberjack and part time jockey 
TAYLOR - - Fut. - Joining Hell's Angels on his Honda 
TORRELL -- F.S. - Lanspeary at 3:10 
WOODALL -- Fut. - Part time Honda mechanic 
11:}) 
· FIRST ROW R-L: John Higgens, 
Robert Burnette, Vincent Wach-
. esld, Charles Brldgen. SECOND 
ROW: Ken Bechard, Philp Daws, 
Brian Crockett, Douglas Hus-
sey, Robert Lawler, Dale Par-
lardg, Paul Nagorsen, William 
• Serdowich, Hugh Hulbert, Mal-
hew Bartnik. THIRD ROW: 
Ecker Larry, Robert Hallup, 
Philip White, Gerard Nadeau, 
Vince Bavetta, David 
Pistagnesi, Gavino Catauro, 
Cameron Izard, Lawrence Gibb, 
Arthur Caza, Gordon Desros-
iers, Randy Maure. FOURTH 
· ROW: Michael Clements, Dale 
Quarry, Rene Brideau, David 
Soucie, Thomas Simkins, Tony 
Spadafora, Lino Baggio, Andrew 
Cantin, Stanley Fogel, Terrance 
Poni c. ABSENT: Neil 
Beausoleil. 
TEACHER: Mr. Byrne. 
BOUGHNER -- F ,S, - Who me??? 
FENTON -- F .S. - I'm sore 
GAUTHIER - - Fut, - Censor for M.G.M. 
LESLIE -- Fut. - Digging graves in backyard 
MATTHEWS - Fut. - Helping Payne fight gorillas 
BEATTIE -- Fut. - Grade 11 student at W.D. Lowe 
BULLARD -- Fut. - Still operating her dragging 
super-charged elevator 
KRAVETS -- F.S. - Mr. Monks 
DEMMANS -- Fut. - Champion cucumber picker for 
Essex County 
EDMONDSON -- Fut. - Sahib of Puge 
LAUDER -- Fut, - Cover boy for Mad Magazine 
McLEAN -- Fut. - Oriets Manager 
SEAL -- F .s. - Look at the Great Big Hoge ••.• 
SINCLAIR -- Fut. - Blonde Hair,BlueEyes,l ft. 3 in. 








BAILLARGERON -- professor of Nuclear Physics 
BEDARD -- professor of History 
BLUMHAGEL -- Major - R.C.A. 
BARRELL! - - stomping grapes 
BULAT -- butcher 
CHIARENZA -- Mafia's leader 
CREW -- basketball player 
DATTILO -- Mafia's treasurer 
DE R05E -- Borrelli 's apprentice 
DMYTROU -- U.S. Marines 
KANT -- Ajax Commercials (Stronger than dirt) 
KNIGHT -- Producer of Sing along with Elgie. 
MANN -- teacher of music 
MARSDEN -- janitor 
OUELETTE -- stm in grade eleven 
PERETTI -- children's henchman 
PIRRONE - - head stock boy at Consumers 
POSLOSKI -- beachcomber 
29 
PRA TH -- cutting his first wax 
RAE -- pro golfer 
RUSS -- banker 
GODFREY -- French translater 
FITCH -- install1ng 427's in Anglias 
SANT AROSSA -- chief playground supervisor 
SCHOLEY -- contractor 
SKREPTAK -- T.V. repairman 
SLIVA -- Mr. Roach's stagehand 
SPENDER -- test driver for Ford 
STEFANI -- farmer 
TANGUAY -- trampolinist 
TENO - Honda stunt man 
TOTH -- Checker fiag driver 
TRUDELL -- football star 
YERHULST -- plugging holes in the dyke, 
HAPALO - - baker 
FIBST ROW: Oliver Mio, Rob-
ert Percy, Jeffery Nicholl, 
Dennis Myers, David Gifford, 
Ello D'Angelo, Gary Quellette, 
Gerald Martinak, Terry Pegler, 
Russel Morton. SECOND ROW: 
Gulllo Bisetto, Gary Bulmer, 
Ray Guilbeauit, Russel Flem-
ing, Paul Armstrong, Malcolm 
Affleck, Larry Leblanc, Tom 
Ewing, Randy Pearce, Mike 
Adam, Bob McDowell, Richard 
Dulong, THIRD ROW: Jim 
Ja cobs, Peter Konstantiho, 
Hendrik Winter, Ken Havens, 
Roger Solima, Paul Morlllo, 
Jim Beahan, Brian Wilson, Gary 
Harway, ABSENT: Tom Robin-
son, Robert Jones. 
TEACHER: Mr, Oxford. 
FIRST ROW: Ken Wickens, Art-
hur Platt, SECOND ROW: Mike 
Raymond, Allan Weisgerber, 
Wayne Ritchie, Joeseph Howe, 
Michael Brewer, Dennis Zaho-
rouski, Frank Kelly, Alan Tay-
lor, Sam Reid. THIRD ROW: 
David Stowe, Ronald Tann, Mike 
Samson, Flavlo Andreatta, 
W 1111 am Reid, Al Rudge, 
Charles Molloy, Rodney Rich-
ardson, Joseph Bonaso, Muz-
zer Booze, Ronald St. John, 
FOURTH ROW: Stanley Fink, 
Mike Landgraff, Dean Labute, 
Jim Petrozzi, Garry Lovell, 
Joseph D1Pon1o, RlckSorkopud, 
Vincent Renaud, Allen Desjar-
dins, Stan Mau re, Garry Miller, 
ABSENT: Doug McGowean. 
'rEACHER: Mr, Boudreau,' 
11 {J 
FIRST ROW R-L: Robert Jones, 
James Biggs, Roland Knowles, 
Al Acchione, John Osiadacz, 
Dale Talbot, Danny Wigle, Ben-
ard Koltelniskl, SECOND ROW: 
Robert Gilboe, Robert Des-
rosiers, Graham Spence, Peter 
Szczech, Bill Heron, Newton 
Chilcot, Keith Labute, Patrick 
Gagnon, Richard Hunt, Dennis 
Evon, Ken Owen, Ken Koski. 
THIRD ROW: Bill McLennan, 
Roger Rivest, Richard Arm-
strong, Joe Simpson, Jack 
Sisley, Jack Libby, Vaughan 
Washington, Paul Bouchard, 
Robert Shepherd, ABSENT: 
Denis Iwancewicz, Ron Burns. 



















FAVOURITE SA YIN GS OF 1 lE 
FLA VIO ANDREATTE. -- "I'm going to 
nunk Drafting." 
JOE BONASSA -- "This is a skill test." 
MUZER BOOZE -- "Sir, I'm not an Italian." 
ALLEN DESJARDIN -- "I'm a teenage Lep-
rocon." 
STAN FINK -- "Beats Me!" 
JOE HOWE -- "I need a smoke." 
DEAN LaBUTE -- "Hi! Yea Kid!!!!" 
MICHEAL LANDRAFF -- ''Drafting and I 
don't mix." 
GARRY LOVELL* -- "I'm not proud." 
STANLEY MA URE - - ''You Dumb dickweed." 
GARY MILLER - - "The ref is an alcoholic." 
CHARLES MOLLOY -- "Don't knock it," 
ART (Arthur) PLATT - - "Don't bug Mac!" 
JOE DIPONIO - - "Lost in Math again.'' 
JAMES PETROZZI -- "DEFINITELY!" 
VINCINT RENAOL -- "What's homework?" 
BILL REID -- "Quietest class in the 
school!!!" 
MIKF RAYMOND -- ''Maintain your cool-
ness" 
RODNEY RICHARDSON -- "Clean As The 
Board of HEALTH. " 
SAM REID -- "I love Girls." 
WAYNE RITCHIE -- "Girls! 'Nothing is 
better for me." 
ALBERT RUDGE -- "I'm the hunter." 
RON ST. JOHN -- "Today we go welding. " 
MIKE SAMSON -- "Breaking Up is Hard to 
do.'' 
RICK SORKOPUD -- "Love makes the world 
go round," 
DA YID STOWE - - "Up tight and out of sight." 
ALAN TAYLOR - - "Horse racing forever!!!" 
RONN TANN * -- "Herby 's pet peeve!" 
ALLEN WEISGERBER -- "9:00o'clockthat's 
our motto." 
KEN WICKENS - - "I've got it done, but I 
forgot it." 
DENNIS ZAHORONSK -- "HELP!!!" 
Comp I iments of 
WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION 
H. D. Bryant Motors Ltd. 
Clearwater Chrysler-Dodge Ltd. 
I nternat iona I Trucks 
(Windsor} Ltd. 
Central Chrysler Plymouth Ltd. 
Dingwal I Motors (Windsor) Ltd. 
Webster Motors Windsor Ltd. 
FAVOURITE SAYINGS: llG 
JACK LIBBY -- Ah •• • Ah! She's a blond 
RICHARD ARMSTRONG * -- Is that a fact 
VAUGHN WASHINGTON - - Not George 
AL ACCHIONE - - You got any troubles 
BOB JONES -- I am sore 
BILL HERON -- What's her name 
GRAHAM SPENCE* -- Bag it 
ROLAND KNOWLES -- Just another test 
RICHARD HUNT - - Who needs detentions 
DAN WILG E - - Would you believe 
PATRICK GAGNON - - Did you see my last 
cut 
NEWT (Tarzan) CHILCOT * - - Yea! . . . No 
kidding 
BOB DES ROSIERS -- Is that right 
DENNIS EVON - - Can I borrow your home-
work 
STAN SISLEY - - Give your Math 
BOB SHEPHERD -- Boy am I bushed 
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PETER SZCSECH - - How does it feel, head 
ROBERT GILBOE -- Ah! Whats the story on 
this? 
JOE SIMPSON -- What a fink 
PAUL BOUCHARD - - I had one of them but 
it died 
RON BURNS -- He's George 
DALE TALBOT• -- Lets go over to Detroit 
JOHN OSIADACZ -- Professional Mathe-
matician in 1976 
BERNARD KOTELNISKI - - Professional 
crook 
KEITH LA BOTE -- No no 
JIM BIGGS -- Watch it, tt breaks 
KEN OWEN -- The Whistler 
BILL McLENNAN -- Go away 
ROGER RIVEST -- Great Scot: It's Mr. Kocot 
DENNIS WANCEWICZ - - Quick give meyour 
math 
,oB 
FIRST ROW: Clarence Sharpe, 
Brian Tovell, Scott Wigle, David 
Clarke, Ronald Duguay, Frank 
Jeney, Philip Marchand, 
Stephen Hebert, SECOND ROW: 
Bernard Diotte, Robert Facca, 
Gerald Sequin, Marlo Tortossa, 
Fred Saunders, Michael Reid, 
Danny Hewitt, Nino Pellarln, 
Thomas Moon, THIRD ROW: 
James Hall, Patrick Lupton, 
John Bissetto, Louis Lendor!, 
Richard Allison, Michael 
Rodenbucher, David Kenney, 
ABSENT: Edmund Mullane, 
Brian Reaume, Louis Virban, 
TEACHER: Mr, Campbell, 
10-4 
FIRST ROW R-L: Dennis St, 
Louis, Richard Marshall, 
Russel Banfill, Paul Worotony. 
SECOND ROW: Gus Veldhuis, 
Dennis Revait, Daniel Thoms, 
Fred Bolton, Philip Daikens, 
James Tocco, Larry MacCor-
mick, Daniel Kuzak, Douglas 
Reaume. THIRD ROW: Kenneth 
Renaud, Joseph Lapentlgny, 
Gregory Zsolnay, Albert Lewis, 
Ross Eldridge, William Hind, 
Jack Evola, Wayne Strudwick, 
Gary Drouillard, Louis Foglia, 
Clinton Furbert. FOURTH 
ROW: Joseph Bordignon, Gary 
Talor, Willlam Dennis, George 
Smith, Allan Kelly, Ronald 
Janosik, Lawrence Benjamin, 
Lawrence Maisonvllle, Douglas 
Robbins, Robert Harrington, 
TEACHER: Mr, Murray, 
,oC 
FIRST ROW: Gino Barzotto, 
Lorts Vaccher, Fraser Mont-
rose, Abb Naklle, Beverly 
Young, Michael Franczuk, 
Richard Bechard, David Pattie, 
Larry Vinkle, SECOND ROW: 
David Wllloughby, Henry Chan, 
Glenn Hames, David Mathias, 
Alan Atherton, Tony Fasulo, 
Blll Watts, Kurt Staudt, Rich-
ard Miles, Tom Smith, Angelo 
Guarasct, Robert Treverton. 
TEACHER: Mr, Douglas, 
L 
10-A 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO 10-A IF 
GEORGE SMITH -- ever got a fire engine 
LOUIS FOGLIA -- got hls halr cut 
JOE LAPENTIGNY -- dldn 't hate Math. 
PHILIP DAIKENS -- stopped wearing his 
crash helmet to school 
JIM TOCCO -- lost his curls 
P AUL WORONTNY -- stopped trying to gain 
weight. 
DAN TOMES -- head ever let up 
DAN KOZACK -- stopped running from Mr. 
Byrne. 
RON JANASIK -- quit his Job at the show 
ALLAN KELLY -- started to eat 
JOHN McAGY -- stopped throwing grapes 
In the lunch room. 
GUS VELDHUS -- anybody ever pronounced 
Gus 's name right 
LARRY MACCARMACK -- got snowed in up 
north. 
FRED BOLTON -- forgot to bring his radio 
to school 
DOUG ROBINS -- ever scored a goal 
JOE BORDIGNOM -- stopped hiding things. 
BILL HIND -- stopped cracking jokes. 
AMBITION 1976 
JOHN BISETTO -- Rolllng pizzas in a pizza 
parlour · 
JIM HALL -- A barber 
MARIO TORTOSA -- Selllng vegetables In 
the market place 
MICHAEL RODENBRICKER -- Ditch digger, 
Developing muscles 
PATRICK LUPTON -- Dictator of Windsor 
NINO PELLARIN -- University President 
BRIAN REAUME -- A lifeguard in a BATH-
TUB. 
CLARENCE SHARPE -- To get rich without 
trying. 
ROBERT F ACCA -- Looking for a job 
TOM MOON -- Married to Suzy Mars. 
LOUIS VIRBAN -- A french lover 
FRANK JENEY -- Still in school 
DANNY HENITT -- French teacher 
DENIS ST. LOUIS -- fought Kelly 
WAYNE STRIDWICK -- ever passed 
BOB WARRINGTON -- wasn't double jointed 
RICK MARSHAL -- had brains 
LARRY BENJARMIN -- started to think 
GARY DROULLARD -- turned squirrel and 
ate nuts 
JACK EVOLA -- ever shaved 
GREG ZROLNA Y -- missed second gear 
ALBER LEWIS -- ever came first in class 
KEN REUNAUD's -- girlfriend ever broke 
up with him 
RUSSEL BANFILL -- ever fell off the bar 
ROS ELDREDGE -- ever quit school 
GARY TAYLER - - quit the basketball team 
GARY TURPIN -- ever spoke to others 
DOUG REAUME's -- basketball team broke 
their record of 21 straight lo$ses, 
BILL DENIS -- didn't talk about girls. 
DENIS REV AIT -- Stopped making weird 
noises 
CLINTEN FERBERT -- wasn't an actor 
LAWRENCE MAISONVILLE -- ever talked 
in class 
10-B 
LOU LENOORF -- Phychiatrist apprentice 
ED MULLANE -- On the moon 
DAVE CLARK - - Bear wrestler 
PHILIP MARCHARD -- Street cleaner 
BERNARD DIOTTE -- French teacher 
FRED SAUNDERS -- Father of 8 
SCOTT WIGLE -- Millionaire Playboy 
BRIAN TOWELL - - Lamp-llghter on Pitt 
Street 
DAVE KENNEY -- To be 6'4'' 
RICK ALLISON -- Drag racing on Tecumseh 
STEPHEN HEBERT -- To be out of school 
GERALD SEGUIN -- Passing French 
MICHAEL REID -- Maintenance worker at 
W.D. Lowe 
RON DUGUAY -- Serving time in a factory. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO lOC IF: 
ALLAN ATHERTON -- lost another debate 
GINO BARZOTTO -- could get a date 
RICHARD RICK -- got dressed up for school 
HENRY CHAN -- didn't get over 80% 
TONY FASULO -- went on a diet 
MICK FRANEZICIK -- hated girls 
ANGELLO GUARASCI -- couldn't talk 
GLEN HAMES -- passed art 
DAVID MATHIAS -- never left his glasses 
at home 
RICHARD MILES -- couldn't smile 
FRASER MONTROSE -- his mother didn't 
pack 10 lb. lunches 
ABB NAKLIE -- didn't have a good sense of 
smell 
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DAVE PA TTLE - - put some weight on and 
grew shorter 
TOM SMITH -- was first to class 
KURT STAUDT -- didn't like fishing 
BOB TREVERTON - - could speak French 
as well as English 
LOUIS VACCHER -- didn't play house league 
basketball 
LARRY VINKLE -- was an honour student 
BILL WATTS -- could figure out e lectricity 
DAVID WILLOUGHBY -- was a playboy 
BEV YOUNG -- didn't say anything in period 
one 
IOG 
FIRST ROW: Gary Roger, Gary 
Luxford, Roger And e r son, 
Brian Casey, Dawn Fullaway, 
Linda Lee Porter, Robln Baker, 
Brian Webb, Bill Deans, Paul 
Mousseau. SECOND ROW: Pat 
Meloche, Mllton Jones, Dan 
Trott, Sherry Rock, Wayne 
Augustine, Ed Sllngsby, Jim 
Waley, Norm Savage, Blll 
Joyes, Gerry Greenwood, Bob 
M1ller, Bob Campigotto. ·Bruce 
Campbell. THIRD ROW: Ed 
Higgins, Terry Hickey, Donald 
Campeau, Brian Desjarlais, 
Fabian Montori, Blll Davies, 
Ralph Sease. ABSENT: Frank 
Cash, Guy Downes, 
TEACHER: Mr. Nesbit 
10:JJ 
FIRST ROW: D. Craig, James 
Kwasnicki, Dominic Greco, 
Tom Brennan, Ernest Hehn, 
Darran McLean, Mike Sinasac, 
Ray Belland, Lenard Gallagher, 
J, Janca. SECOND ROW: Mike 
Mazzall, Paul Arsenault, Jack 
Brouillette, Don Szymanski, 
Gary Churchill, Joe Krsul, Earl 
Maisonville, R, Lockhart, Gary 
Brunelle, Alex Heron, Roger 
Proulx, Fred Jeavons. THIRD 
ROW: Mike Deschamps, Andre 
LaLonde, Glen Scane, Nell 
Assarica, David Mitchell, Vic-
tor Lucier, Arthur Snider, A. 
Reaume, Terry Kipping, Mau-
rice Poupard, Mike Brennan, 
TEACHER: Mr, Phllllp. 
FIRST ROW: Douglas Des-
Rosiers, Barry Simard, John 
Fauteux, Joseph Hobson, 
Wllllam Ryan, Dennis Dunlop, 
Victor Korovltsch, Allan Ser-
ran, Brian Kidd. SECOND ROW: 
Douglas Turner, John Bardsley, 
John Renaud, Sandy Munro, 
Terrance Bachmeier, Richard 
Rothera, Gregory Michaluk, 
Leo Duronio, Gregory Rohatuk, 
David Renaud. THIRD ROW: 
Paul Kelly, Douglas Le Blanc, 
Raymond Niblett, Michael Du-
gal, Romeo Droulllard, Thomas 
Raeside, James Arpan, Dale 
Holman, Roland Parent, Arsene 
Cartier, Gerald Bondy, Judgle 
Manglle. ABSENT: Richard La-
Bonte, Charles Nickleson, Paul 
Reaume. 




















ARSENAULT -- Machinist say, "would you 
believe." 
ASSARICA -- Married 
BROUILLETTER -- Duck Hunter 
CHURCHILL -- Bachelor with 10 kids. 
DESCHAMPS -- To pass grade 10. 
HEHN -- To be 7 ft. tall. 
HERON -- A second chubby checker. 
JEAVONS -- Bat Man. 
KIPPING -- Here in body not in mind. 
LOCKHART -- The silent one! 
MAZZALI -- "Doffy,, 
MITCHELL - - "Yes sir!" 
PROULX -- Brown 
REAUME -- Prime Minister of Lowe. 
SINASAC - - King mooner. 
SZYMANSKI -- Not to be a Brown. 
RAMOND - - A hopeful student. 
KRSUL -- Auto shop teacher. 
SCARVE -- "No, you can't borrow ... !" 
CRAIG -- "I'm Shoore'' 
CRECO -- "Who! Me!" 
BELLAND -- Minnesota Fats Partner. 
LALONDE -- "Drafting, sacre-bleu!" 
JANCA -- "Holy cow!" 
POUPARD -- "Chrysler" 
T. BRENNAN -- ''Keep it dark!" 
GALLAGHER -- "Marten up!" 
McLEAVE -- "Supustocks" 
M. BREMNAN -- "Lay Down!" 
KWASNICKI -- "You worm!" 
BRUNELIE -- "Girls!!!" 
SNIDER - - "What Chrysler builds - builds 
Meretsky 's. 
MAIDSONVILLE -- "Tomorrow don't go." 
10-E FAVOURITE EXPRESSIONS 
ROGER ANDERSON -- When do we eat? 
WAYNE AUGUSTINE - - Get out of here, 
ROBERT COMPIGOTTO - - I give up football. 
BRIAN CASEY - - She keeps on calling. 
FRANK CASH - - I like Pattern making. 
WILLIAMS DAVIES -- Where's Jollie? 
WILLIAM DEAN$ -- Let's bug them, 
BRYAN DESJARDAIS -- Is she sharp, 
PAUL GRAYSON -- Lets get Montori. 
GERALD GREENWOOD-- When do we get 
English? 
TERRY HICKEY -- Did you do your home-
work? 
MILTON JONES *- I keep my secrets. 
GARY LUXFORD - - I ain't done it, Sir, 
FLAVIA MONTORI -- Girls!! 
PAUL MOUSSEAU -- What else did she say? 
SHERRY ROCK - - Shut-up you guys. 
RALPH SCASE -- Detention again! 
DANIEL TROTT - You should see my car! 
BRIAN WEBB - - Get out of my way. 
FAVOURITE SA YING OF lOF 
A-Section 
JAMES ARPAN - - "Our Hero" 
JERRY BONDY - - "Am I late again. " 
ROMEO DROUILLARD -- "I didn't do 
nothln'" 
DENNIS DUNLOP -- P.P. Grinders 
JOHN FAUTEUX -- "Get off my feet." 
JOSEPH HOBSON -- "I give up! What is it?" 
DALE HOLEMAN - - P.P. women barbers. 
BRIAN KIDD - - P.P. Bunny Girls. 
RICH La.BONTE -- P.P. - The quiet one. 
DOUG LeBLANC - - P.P. - Tall Girls. 
SANDY MONRO -- P.P. - Thermal Under-
wear, 
CHARLIE NICKLESON -- Hey Sharron! 
ROLAND PARENT -- No Comment 
BILL RYAN -- No Days 
BARRY S™ARD - - Sports Lover 
DOUG TURNER -- Likes Blondes 
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B - Section 
TERRY BACHMEIER - - "Smash him one, 
Sir!" 
JOHN BARDSLEY - - P.P. - Bar Doors 
DOUG DESROISIERS -- "I got the highest." 
MIKE DUGAL -- All Star Welder 
LEO DURONIO -- P.P. Music 
PAUL KELLY - - N.N. Paul Pelvis 
VICTOR KOROVITSCH -- No comment 
JUDGIE MANGIL -- F .S. "Your Honour" 
GREG MICHALUK -- "Blonde Bomber'' 
RICK NIBLETT - - Green Giant Reject. 
PAUL REAUME - - Playboy of 10-F. 
DAVE RENAUD -- P. P. Pool Halls. 
GREG ROHATUK - - P.P. School. 
JOHN RENAUD -- Likes Girls. 
RICK ROTHERA -- Eucher Star. 
10.J.I 
FIRST ROW: Mike Ford, Dennis 
Pattle, Greg Peleck, Larry Ser-
ran, Randy Reid, Richard Croft, 
George Biggs, Dave Cameron, 
John Connell. SECOND ROW: 
Berry Sokolik, Don Donlon, Aldo 
Colautti, Wayne O'Keefe, Mike 
Hunt, Garret Shean, Loyd Har-
wood, Oresti Campigatto, Mike 
Beale, Richard Diotte, Chuck 
Lore, Larry Stainer. THffiD 
ROW: Brian Gamble, Luois Raf-
fin, Mike Petrimoulx, Don La 
Bute, Vincent Lucier, Jim Gif-
ford, Roy Oke, Nick Vezmar. 
ABSENT! Ron Beachamp. 
TEACHER: Mr. Salich. 
FIRST ROW: Dennis Bonneau 
Gary Morneau, John Wheeler' 
Dale Mccandless, Phil Kolo<ty' 
George Jackson, Gary Loreto' 
James Girard, Richard Arm~ 
strong~ SECOND ROW: John 
Rau, Gary Lefebvre, Nicholas 
Lemmo, William Pengelly, 
Terrence Durance, John Lazar 
Joe Steadman, Willia~ 
Chorney, --- Cota, --- Ham-
mond, Robert Rath, Robart Mc. 
Lennon. THffiD ROW: Norman 
Yeryk, Edward Jones, Luigi 
DeBellis, Lynn Lajoie, Blake 
Lloyd, Nick Ignagni, James , 
Jameison, Oscar Sullivan, Ter-
rance Ouellette, Gord on 
O'Keefe. ABSENT: Robert Man. 
tyka. 
TEACHER: Mr. Palenchuk. 
FIRST ROW: Dennis Fenner, 
David Winch, Stephen Smith. 
SECOND ROW: Wayne Poole, ' 
Frank Caruana, Ken Peltier, 
Gary Gillis, Robert McArthur, 
Wllliam Brown, Stephen Levko, 
Randy Meyer, Glen Clark. 
THIRD ROW: Robert Forfltt, 
Barry Hickling, Dwayne Johns, 
Wayne Draper, Gerald Oglan, 
Kieth Ashley, Gerald Matejicek, 
Gary Cartier, Gregory Breault, 
Albert Sartori, Tony wmar, ; 
Robert Ulch. FOURTH ROW: ' 
James Steptoe, Allan Kenney1 1 
Henry Desroches, Davia 1 
Morris, Lawrence Howe, Fred 
Angell, Claude Pinard, Victor 
Desmarais, Jerry Handzy, Gary 
Hogue, Bruce Awad. ABSENT: 
Lanny Connoy, Daniel SI. 1 
Pierre. 1 










































FIRST ROW R-L: Bill Mous-
seau, Pompeo Marcheletta, 
Paul Vella, Steve Longo, Tom 
Firr, Bob Jackson. SECOND 
ROW: Glenn Brisbois, Alberto 
DeBenedictus, John Bortolin, 
Gary Cooper, Armand Losier, 
BUI Campbell, Greg Farnham, 
Don DeMls, Nick Dmytrow, 
THIRD ROW: Rick Raeside, 
Doug Dalrymple, Wayne Hills, 
John Bucholz, Wayne Schmidt, 
Jerry Day, Bill Clinansmith, 
Everett Crosby, Brian Forster, 
FOURTH ROW: Geno Plazza, 
Bill Robertson, Edward Law-
rensoB, John McDonald, Randi 
Glos, Tom Harris, Harry Smith, 
ABSENT: John Spadafora, 
TEACHER: Mr. Warren. 
WHAT WOULD 10 "J" BE LIKE IF 
10_}( 
FmsT ROW R-L: otelloTodon, 
Tom Farrand, Joe Zurcza.k, 
Colin Wraight, William Coares, 
Robert Gilchrist, David Mc-
Laren, Philip Hebert, Frank 
Schwartz. SECOND ROW: Olvid 
Allen, John Drake. Lyle 
D'Hondt, Charles Burridge, Ray 
Charron, Larry Young, Philip 
O'Showy, Gary Kehoe, Robert 
McKron, George Wiume, Dan-
rick Cantin, Richard Balestrtni. 
THIRD ROW: Edward Lan-
teigne, Lawrence Foster, Ron-
ald St, Louis, Robert Faubert, 
Frank Masse, Bernard Mc-
Donald, Martin Lucier, Ron 
Johnston, Tom Byrne, Mike De 
Frane, ABSENT: Clayton John-
son, ReJean Pomerleau, Garry 
Tremblay. 
TEACHER: Mr. Harrison 
FRED ANGELL* -- was on the swimming GARY HOGUE -- lost his desert boots? 
team? LARRY HOWE -- lost his sense of humor? 
BRUCE AWAD -- lost his dumb-bells? DRVAYNE JOHNS -- wasagirl? 
KIETH ASHLEY -- didn't have naturally ALLAN KENNY -- could smlle? 
curly hair? STEVE LEVKO -- didn't knock peoples books 
GREG BREAULT -- got run over by a lawn over? 
mower? GARRY MATEJICEK -- couldn't talk? 
BILL BROWN -- was a belly dancer? BOB McAURTHOR's ... mother ran out of 
GARY CARTIER -- played sports? wool 
FRANK CARUANA -- had red hair? RANDY MEYER -- lost his leotards? 
LANNY CONNOY -- coloured his hair? JERRY OGLAN -- never smiled? 
GLEN CLARK - - grew a beard? KEN PELTIER -- owned a V. W,? 
FIC DEMARAIS -- shaved his side burns? CLAUDE PINARD -- could sing? 
HENRY DES ROCKES -- was a cover girl? WAYNE POOLE -- owned a fish market? 
WAYNE DRAPER -- lost his library card? AL SARTORE -- couldn't speak English? 
DENNIS FENNER -- was a gangster? STEVE SMITH -- was class bully? 
BOB FORFITT -- stood last in the class? JIM STEPTOE -- picked some horses that 
GAR'/ GILLIS -- liked school? won? 
JERRY HANDZY -- came to school early? DANNY ST, PIERRE -- owned a Ford? 
BARRY HICKLING -- finally got the blonde BOB ULCH -- was really a Ma.ssey spy? 
out of his brylcream? TONY WILLAR -- didn't beat everyone? 
DAVE WINCH -- got a part time job in a 
light house? 
FffiST ROW: Ken Wilson, Wayne 
Desjardins, John Storm, 
Charles Talbot, Reg Girard. 
SECOND ROW: Mlke Podolsky, 
Mark Myles, Reg Hammond, 
Peter Martini, George Alford, 
Walter Seider, Peter Perkins, 
David Bigness, Kurtiss Jones. 
THIRD ROW: Louis Frenette, 
Robert Desmarais, James Mc-
voy, Dan La Bouf, Hank Emery, 
Gary Cut Forth, Keith Johnson, 
Robin Cooper. FOURTH ROW: 
Alfred Desmarais, George 
Schmidt, D'arsy Fleming, Les-
lie Lamb, Francis Richards, 
Coral Massino, Kenneth Chan, 
Donald Brown, Larry 
Draganits, Dennis Toth, Ted 
Beneteau. 
TEACHER: Mr. Malkin 
FmsT ROW: Mike Robinet 
SECOND ROW: Philip Booker' 
Ken Kirton, Brian Karr, To~ 
Shuliak, Richard Bedard, Ed 
Sovran, Andy Zanchetta, Torn 
Shullnk, Dave Barnette, Peter 1 
Dewar, Wayne Hill. THIRD 
ROW: Mike Smith, Mike Petro 
Dan McLean, Bill Foris, Andy 
Goggins, Rick Ferrato, John 
Compagna, Ed Mock, John 
Burnett, Bill Lawson, Gary Mc. 
Millan. FOURTH ROW: Giles 
Carriere, Mike Haslam, John 
Thompson, Keith Palmer, Tom 
Bertling, Roger Gabbo, Brtan 
Brown. FIFTH ROW: Ernie 
Ga.zdig, Gilbert DeGuire, Vin-
cent Busby, Keith Cowan. 
TEACHER: Mr, Marchand, 
FIRST ROW: Phillp Marham, 
Keith Warren, Joseph Catalano. 
SECOND ROW: Dan Slote, Gary 
Porter, Dan Soulliere, Tim 
Mahoney, Ken Robinet, Stewart 
Robertson, Gerard Godin, Bob 
Danychuck, Myles Stalmach. 
THIRD ROW: Roy Morykot, Ken 
Donaldson, Max Lecuyer, Tapio 
Hletama, Delbert Elford, Bob 
Green, Nick Minardi, Larry 
Pinke, Ernie Hansen, Peter 
Harison, Gary Mallloax. FOURTH 
ROW: Lloyd Lucier, Jeff Mar• 
tin, Greg Pastorius, Eugene 
Doyle, Ed Farrugia, Bryan St. 
Denis, Jack Napier, Sam Bal· 
samo, Bob Richards, Bob Mac· 
Intyre. ABSENT: Wllliam Col-
ley, Alfred Perron. 






































FAVOURITE SA YIN GS OF 9B 
DAVID BARRETTE -- Hey, theres a girl. 
RICHARD BEDARD -- I know Sir. 
TOM BERTLING -- I know. 
PHILIS BOOKER -- Go away Fernato. 
BRIAN BROWN -- Does anyone have a 
cigarette. 
JOHN BURNETT -- What did we have for 
homework. 
VINCENT BUSLEY -- Somebody lend me a 
comb. 
JOHN CAMPAGNA -- Do you want to know 
Busbys combination. 
GILLES CARRIERE -- Wisen up, 
KEITH cow AN -- Break a leg. 
GILBERT DE GUIRE -- Get lost. 
JOHN DEWAR -- Shes not good enough. 
BILL FORIS -- That's a nice dress you have 
on. 
ERNEST GAZDIG -- Let someone else do it. 
ROGER GOBBO -- Shut up you guys. 
ANDREW GOGGINS -- Lend me a nickel. 
MIKE HASLAM -- I doubt it, 
WAYNE HILL -- Chevs are the greatest. 
BRIAN KARR -- What did you get for number 
7. 
KEN KIRTON -- Well he did it again, 
BILL LAWSON -- She's nice too. 
RICK FERRATO -- Give meaFrenchone. 
EDWARD MOCK -- Get your feet out of there. 
DON McLEAN -- 100% Ford. 
GARY McMILLAN -- What did you do last 
night McLean. 
KEITH PALMER -- Wouldn't that rot your 
socks. 
MIKE PETRO -- Lets play chess, 
MIKE ROBINET -- Got your history done, 
BILL SHARPE -- Don't rock the dock. 
TOM SHULIAK -- I had to baby sit my sister. 
ED SOVRAN -- Life begins at 3:10, 
MIKE SMITH -- But, Sir! 
JOHN THOMPSON -- Cool it dad. 
ANDY ZANCHETTA -- L'oiseau. 
MR. MARCHAND -- Be quiet Smith, 
5S-9C- a 
ALFORD, George -- Professional basketball 
FUTURE OF - 70's 
player. 
BIGNESS, Dave -- Mathematician 
BROWN, Don -- Peach Fuzz Picker 
CHAN, Ken -- Super, super Mathematician. 
COOPER, Robin -- Garbalagist. 
DESTARDINS, Wayne -- A Nut. 
DESMARAIS, Alfred -- A super Nut. 
DRAGANITS, Larry - French Man. 
EMERY, Henry -- A super, super nut. 
FLEMING, Darcy - - Quarter Collector. 
LeBOEUF, Dan -- Another Mathematician? 
FRENETTE, Louis -- A Fink. 
GIRARD, Reg -- Another Fink. 
JOHNSTON, Keith -- Forest Ranger 
JONES, Kurt -- An excuse- maker. 
LAMB, Les -- Sheep-Hearder. 
MACUOY. James -- Santa Clause. 
MARTINI, Peter -- Wine Maker and corn 
picker, 
MAZZONETTO, Peter -- A Nothing. 
MYLES, Mark -- Little Boy Blue, 
PODOLSKY, Mike -- A history teacher. 
BENETEAU, Ted - - A man who lays on nails. 
PETRE, Robert -- A late starter, at every-
thing. 
CORAL, Massimo -- Bootlegger. 
PERKINS, Peter -- A burn doctor. 
RICHARnS, Frank -- A good boy •••• 
ROSS, Richard -- A playgirl, 
SCHMIDT, George -- A Bunny, 
STORM, John -- Shenyoligist, 
TALBOT, Charles -- A millionaire. 
TOTH, Dennis -- Demillission Derby driver. 
WILSON, Ken -- Garbalogist, 
CUTFORTH, Gary -- Shenyoligist. 
5S9-D WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IN 9D IF 
J EFF MARTIN -- came on time? 
DENNIS COLLEY -- shot another piece of 
steel in French? 
BOB DANYCHUCK -- lost his specimen? 
GARY PORTER -- had another miserable 
Friday? 
KEN ROBERTSON -- took gym? 
RIETH WARREN -- was the Math, teacher 
son? 
PHIL MARKHAM -- could solve an equation? 
BRIAN ST. DENNlS -- made his decision 
on crack or 3:10? 
GREG PASTORIUS -- didn't cheat in French? 
SAM BALSAMO -- failed? 
NICK MINARD -- got mad and took an urangi? 
LARRY PINKY -- was heard by Mr. Meklnka? 
ELFRID FERRUGIA -- joined the Maufia? 
JOE CATALANO -- looked like a bull? 
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MAX LEQUIRER -- crackedagoodjoke? 
LOYD LUCIER -- made another face in Math? 
ERNIE HANSEN -- gained weight? 
KEN DONALDSON -- made a noise'? 
GARY MAYEAUX -- passed? 
TAPEO -- still went to school on Saturday? 
TIM MAHONEY -- washed his gym socks? 
PETE HARRISON -- got a haircut, 
DOYLE -- didn't get a haircyt? 
GILBERT ELFORD -- got another crack? 
STEW ROBERTSON -- failed drafting? 
BOB RICHARS -- got another vest? 
DAN SLOTE -- ever used his own gym towel? 
BOB GREENE -- got together with Larry 
Pinky? 
GODIN -- turned sideways at an Intersection? 
MILES STLMAC -- made another speech on 
the spot? 
PERRON -- was 1n another class? 
FIRST ROW R- L: John Wood, 
Dennis Boucher, Anthony 
Patyna, John Matyi, Michael 
Dupuis, Wayne Pidgeon, James 
Brown, Lawrence Cartier, 
Peter Bolla. SECOND ROW: 
Gerald Pongratz, Daniel Law-
renson, Alfred Belanger, Ran-
dolph Storey, Micheal Powell, 
Henry Golla, James Chenier, 
Arthur Hartigan, Richard Am-
lln, RonaldFlutur. THIRD ROW: 
Donald Richer, Clifford Ball, 
Raymond Dowhan, Paul Clark, 
Werner Reiser, Eugene Des-
marais, Larry Haig, Gary Fos-
ter, Gary Carmicheal, AB-
SENT: Leonard Ziraldo. 
TEACHER: Mr. Riley. 
FIRST ROW: Dennis Myles, Don 
Mc Minn, Ron Thoms, John Ped-
ley, Randy F rauenschuh, John 
Vaccher, Kirk Lawrie, Ted 
Thomas, Doug Smith, SECOND 
ROW: Jack Desantis, Tony 
D' Agostino, Doug Wllding, 
Norm Godin, Ted Connoy, Paul 
Cousineau, Ken Blyth, Les 
Dickens, Terry Dagenais, Mike 
Everingham, Frank Bizero, 
Steve Stojkovlc, THIRD ROW: 
James June, Gary Bolsmler, 
Bob Taylor, Alan Ouellette, Ron 
Bastien, Bob Hunter, Philip 
Santoro, Louis Holden, Dominic 
Pelle, Ray Lamothe. ABSENT: 
Nick Post, John Reimer, Pat 
Bolger, 
TEACHER: Mr. Jones. 
FIRST ROW R- L: Bob Farley, 
Angelo Cortese. SECOND ROW: 
Joseph Beaune, Dan O'Conner, 
Barrie Clark, Larry Cameron, 
Roger Goulard, Terry Barris, 
Michael Gagner, Wayne George, 
Greg Loreto. THIRD ROW: Clif-
ford Lambert, Donald Labonte, 
David Guthrie, Galvatore Flg-
liomeni, Dan Smith, Cameron 
Storms, Peter Ryan, Lawrence 
Pringle, Rober t Leach, Bob 
Whittaker, Donald Beauchamp. 
FOURTH ROW: Elio Mion, Dav-
id Desjardins, Richard 
Beneteau, Raymond Brlffa, Del-
phy Martel, David Wllson, Sll-
v i o Venerus, Marvin 
Chomyshyn, James Semperger, 
Alec Belanger. All present. 
TEACHER: Mr. Allen. 
RHEAME LAMOTHE -- Frenchy 
DENNIS MYLF..s -- Smiley 
JOHN VACCHER -- Stretch 
DOUG WILDING -- Brushcut Boy 
DOMINIC PELLE -- Breadman 
DOUG SMITH -- Doubtful 
NORM GODIN -- Lover Boy 
TED CONNOY -- Big Mouth 
FRANK BIZERO -- The Angel 
LOUIE HOLDEN -- Joe Class 
KIBK LAUIE -- Five Year Material 
BOB TAYLOR - - The Starfish 
LES DICKENS - - The Animal Lover 
MIKE EVERINGHAM -- Curly Que 
BOB HUNTER -- The Fox 
TED THOMAS - - Beany Boy 
PHIL SANTORS -- Husky 
9.JJ 
FIRST ROW R-L: Tim Parent, 
Neil Bednarik, Mike Laroche, 
Jerry Lewis, Alfred Sobierej, 
Bryan Richardson, Bob Pineau, 
Bruce Desjarlais, Peter Mun-
roe. SECOND ROW: Richard 
Bochand, Andy Roth, Dan 
Brookes, Gary Mlflin, Joe Pon-
gratz, Gerry Ross, Richard 
Gagnier, Bob Marton, Lee 
Campbell, RudolphStewln, Bus-
ter Michell, Mike Richards. 
THIRD ROW: Gary McIntyre, 
Jim Drouillard, Peter Stuart, 
John Introcaso, Leonard Char-
ron, Valerio Nardini, Matt 
Patti. ABSENT: Romeo 
Persichilll, Ray Brazeau. 
TEACHER: Mr. Stoyanovich. 
9-E NICK NAMES 
KEN BLYTH -- The Brain 
BOB LEWIS -- Joe Jatsuit 
JIM JUNE - - Jay-Jay 
RANDY FRC -- Shorty 
JOHN REIMER -- Tex 
STEVE STOY -- Muscles 
RON THOMS -- Red 
TERRY DAGENAIS -- Lank 
JOHN PEDLEY -- Car Crazy Boy 
RON BASTIEN - - Banana Boy 
PAUL COUSINEAU -- Dagwood 
GARY BOJSMER -- Short Stuff 
TONY DAGASTINO -- Chubby 
JACK DF..sANTF..s -- Jed 
DON McMESS -- Porky 
ALLAN OULLETTE -- Wallet 
4- S- 9H FAVOURITE SA YIN GS! 
LEE CAMPBELL -- might as well for all the 
time it takes. 
GARRY McINTYRE -- Sir! I have to work 
tonight, 
TIM PARENT - - Well, better be going. 
LEONARD GAGNIER -- Gee! We have cadets 
tonight. 
JOHN INTROCASO -- What time do we get 
out of this class. 
JERRY LEWIS -- Have to get my homework 
done for Mr. Jenkins. 
BOB MARION -- Here we go again. 
RICHARD BOCHAND -- Where's my books? 
ROMEO PERSICHILLI -- No! I don't need a 
haircut. 
MATTHEW PATTI -- Gee, Sir! I wasn't 
talking. 
RUDY STERVIN -- Can I borrow a pen. 
JERRY ROSS -- Go around my desk. 
BRUCE DESJARLIAS -- But Sir what did I do 
this time. 
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BOB PINEAU -- Where's the book. 
JIM DROUILLARD -- What class next. 
RAY BRAZEAU -- I want the book. 
GARY MIFFLIN -- What do we have for 
homework. 
NEIL BEDNARICK -- Hey, boy! 
LEONARD CHARRON -- Turn around and do 
your own work, not mine. 
BRYAN RICHARDSON -- When do we eat? 
MICHAEL RICHARDS -- Two chocolate 
DOUGHNUTS please. 
CLARANCE MITCHELL -- Haven't got one. 
ANDY ROTH -- Can I borrow a pen, 
DANNY BROOKES -- But sir I didn't do it. 
VALARIO NARDENIE -- Don't bug me man! 
MICHALL LAUROCHE -- Got a pen, 
PETER MENROE -- What do we have for 
homework? 
ALFRED SOBERY -- Why do you bother me? 
JOE PANGUATS -- Get Lost! 
FIRST ROW: Pete Konopaskl, 
Flavlo Marcon, Randy Clingan, 
Paul Mulder, Gerry Racine, 
Frank Cocca, Ken Alston, Joe 
Marentette, Richard Urquhart. 
SECOND ROW: Larry Langlois, 
Paul Sammut, Earl Drouillard, 
Mike Stumpa, Jacques Ledoux, 
Bill Cook, Bob Trott, Munzlo 
Ippolito, Marlo Aversa, Bryan 
Westwood, Richard Smith. AB-
SENT: Ken Thompson. 
TEACHER: Mr, Hewitt. 
FIRST ROW: Marlo DeLuca, 
George Boghean, Valerio Fazio, 
Michael Parent, Sandy Achlone, 
Bill Sharkey, Don Graber, Del 
Leblanc, Remo Maurine, Mich-
ael Jammlt. SECOND ROW: 
Larry Harrison, David St, 
Louis, Ken Groulx, Gerald Swit-
zer, Doug Fleming, Doug Car-
ter, John Fry, Richard 
Schwarty, Greg Der, Ron New-
ton, Fred Marlon, Gary 
Meunier. THIRD ROW: Doug 
Smith, Tom Gledhill, Ray 
Marentette, ABSENT: Kublclcl, 
Lajoie. 
TEACHER: Mr. Weir, 
3-3.A 
FIRST ROW R- L: Tom Pitre, 
John Jewell, Terry Charlton, 
Bob Turner, Gerald Geddes, 
Clifford Blundell, Wayne Bad-
der, Sam Ollvtto, Robert Tar-
anto, SECOND ROW: Dave John-
stone, Joseph Macera, Gordon 
Duncan, Peter Ingram, Hector 
MacLachlan, Gary Renaud, 
Gasper Martini co, Kenneth Sha-
rar. ABSENT: Bernard Labonte, 
Richard Brlffa, Dale Ramsay. 
TEACHER: Mr. McMeekln. 
3-t_A 
FIRST ROW: Murray Couch, 
Bob Smlth, Dennls Renaud, Dan-
ny Moulder, Edwln Glen, Louls 
Marconl, Blll Hansuruck, 
Adrian S1rett, Leonard Beyer. 
SECOND ROW: Doug Scalf, Paul 
Renaud, Eddle Mently, Bob 
Homlnik, Alvln Lazarus, Gar.y 
Petre, Edward Towe, Glynn 
Powell, Wayne Anderson, Ralph 
Bally, Micheal Vlllmere. 
THIRD ROW: Gordon Dezjarles, 
David Strong, Carmen Jerou. 
ABSENT: James Wolfe, Ray 
Twiname. 
TEACHER: Mr. Parent. 
WAYNE BADDER -- A - still being teachers 
slave. 
CLIFFOR BLUNDELL -- PP - getting tens 
in M.S.P. 
RICHARD BRIFF A -- PP - stealing brake 
tee's 
TERANCE CARLTON -- 1997 - stlll packing 
lunches. 
CREW -- A - Stlll growing, 
DUNCAN -- A - fighting for Germany, 
GEDDS -- A - The Jolly Green Giant. 
INGRAM -- A - Browning around in M,S.P, 




FIRST ROW: Ken Lucier, John 
Elllott, Matthew Man.Iran, 
Brian Young. SECOND ROW: 
James Spooner, Richard Cas-
sidy, Fred Taylor, Ronald Lau-
zon, Stanely Lawton. 
TEACHER: Mr. Savage, 
JOHNSTON -- A - still fiunking tests, 
LABONTY -- A - first class nobody. 
MACERA -- A - still casing? 
MacLACKLAN -- A - Still getting tickets 
for spinning tires, 
MARTINICO •• A - the hot Comets (LEADER) 
OLIVITO -- A - making pizzas 
PITRE -- PP - can't take a joke. 
RAMSAY -- FS - ''What Homework" 
SHAFER •· FS - "Ford Fever!" 
TORANTO -- FS - What are you "nuts". 
TURNER -- A - Still trying to get that goal. 
RENAUD•· A - a wlld surfer. 
EDWARD TOWE -- known for aggravating 
Mr. Popkey with his boots in class. 
ADRIN SffiETTE -- known !or his B.A. 
BOB SMITH - - known for carrying on a 
conversation. 
GLEN POWEL -- known as the limy o! the 
class. 
EDWIN GLENN -- known as the 3- lA artist. 
CON MOLDER -- our track star. 
BILL HANSWRICK -- known for his stylish 
hair. 
CORD DWSJARLAS - - the soldier boy. 
PAUL TENAOUD - - Known for his straight 
hair. 
MURRAY COUCH -- known as world's best 
class president 
MIKE VILLIMERE -- known for his pig shaves 
DENIS RENAUD -- known as Techumseh Red 
Giant 
3-tB 
FIRST ROW R-L: Cliff Wiley, 
Larry St. Den ls, Gary Leclair, 
Jack Mccloskey, Tim Maren-
tette, Donald Cyr, Larry Trem-
blay, Roy Bodo, Glen Morrow. 
SECOND ROW: Ron Soulliere, 
Reg Thompson, Gerald 
Reaume, Randy Nassr, Larry 
Herbert, Raymond Asef, Mike 
Stone, Jack Bennet, Dan Fen-
ton, Tim Bendell. ABSENT: 
Paul Thompson. 
TEACHER: Mr. A. Neilson. 
LARRY HOWET -- FS - ''Benny'' 
GLEN MORROW - - FS - ''Got to smoke. " 
RAY j\SSEF -- FS - "Oldsmobile." 
GERRY REAUME -- "Bat Man'' FS 
TED ARCAND -- FS - "Where are the girls" 
PAUL THOMPSON -- NN - "Mr. Absent." 
RANDY NASSAR -- NN • Beatle 
JACK BENNET -- NN - Muscles 
CLIFF WILEY - - NN - Whitey 
PAUL HEBERT -- FS - Keep it up Bendit 





GARY PITRE -- our athlete 
CARMON GIRUJ!X -- teachers best and only 
helper 
ED MENTLY - - best and only Lebanese 
RA ¥MAND TYNMIN - - best student 
LENARD BYER -- best and only comedian 
BOB HOMINICK -- best and only ski expert 
LOUIS MECONY -- skinniest boy 
ALVIN LAZERUS -- Judo and Basketball 
star 
DAVE STRONG - - known for his flying 
lessons 
DOUGE SCAFE -- first in everything except 
his class 
JAMES WOLFE - - worlds greatest attendance 
record. 
WAYNE ANDERSON -- eye trouble 
RALPH BAILY -- Bealle Ba1ly's kin folk 
GARRY LA CLAIR - - FS - Got a smoke? 
JIMM BENDIL - - NN - Little strangler boy. 
DANNY FENTON -- NN - Genius 
JIM MARRENTETTE - - NN - Strangler 
MIKE STONE - - NN - Hard Rock 
LARRY ST. DENNIS -- NN - Burr Head 
LARRY TREMBLAY -- NN - Light Bulb 
ROY BODO - - NN - Bodo Bally 
GARRY LABLANCE -- NN - Mr. Swift 
DON CYR - - FS - You Big Silly! 
RON SOULLIERE - - NN - Apache 
JACK McCLOSKY - - ???????????????????? 
HOPEWELL ROCK NEAR MONCTON, N .B. 
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WAYNE: McGHEE 
p rejidenl~ mejjag,e 
This marks the end of another school year. It 
means graduation for some, but for a few others it 
means another year of d111gent work. 
our intertorm program which 1ncluded basketball, 
and baseball turned out fairly well th1s year. We 
introduced murderball wh1ch proved to be smashing 
success. Next year we plan to Introduce soccer into 
the schools interform program. 
From the results gained from this busy schedule 
of interform sports, we can expect many good players 
to form the nucleus of next year's school teams. 
I would like to thank whole-heartedly Mr. Costello 
who put in many hours ofh1s own valuable time assist-
ing in our sporting activities during the year. 
Wayne McGhee 
FIRST ROW L-R: Vince Vebeta, Mike Vijowich, Jerry Oglan, John Osiadcz, 
Wayne McGhee, George Sovran, David Bigness. SECOND ROW: Mr. Costello 
(adviser), Vicktor Lucier, Dale Talbot, Jerry Mousseau, Tino Baggio, Derek 
Scarpelli, Silvio Venerus. THIRD ROW: Bob Fentone, Louis Lendor!, Oliver 
Mio, Danny Wigle, Rodnie Richardson, Bob Makyka. ABSENT: Rick Rominik. 
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Senior Soccer 
In spite of the fact that our defence played too well throughout the 
league programme and they had conceeded only two goals before the 
play-offs, defensive mistakes in the two Brennan finals was responsible 
for our exit from the SWOSSA Finals. Notwithstanding these slips our 
team played more soccer than our opponents but needless to say scored 
less points. It was rather disappointing to hear a few of our team say 
after the second game with Brennan that they knew we would not win and 
the defeatist attitude must be as far removed from competitive sports 
as possible. On the brighter side , and with new ' blood ' showing signs of 
making excellent soccer players our prospects for again establishing 
ourselves as champions here in Windsor and in South Western Ontario 
are excellent. 
Without the help of the office staff, Mr. J.K. McMeekin, Mr. Baggio 
and our new manager Doug Reaume who did a wonderful job, we would 
have been unable to fulfill our obligations in the regular schedule and 
exhibition games as well as we did. 
Most team members gave of their best and h ave to be congratulated 
on their very commendab]e efforts during the soccer season. And come 







IT'S SMART TO SHOP AT 
WHERE GOOD TASTE IN FASHION 
IS NOT EXPENSIVE 
Senior ~oolbaff 
FIRST ROW: J. Mousseau, J. Oglan, J. Jones, W. McGhee, J. Ireland, J. McFadden, M. Boss, M. Chelsea, 
D. Wigle. SECOND ROW: P. Stustle, P. Bazaire, B. Facca, T. Grerd, V. Bevetta, T. Burney, L. Gallagher, 
B. Verhoeckx, T. Littlejohns, R. Awad, V. Washington, Mr. Jenkens, Mr. Baggio. THIRD ROW: Mr. Brump-
ton, J. Lira, B. Hunt, D. Thoms, J. Brown, M. McGhee, J. Thore, B. Casey, R. Fields, K. Smith, Jim Biggs, 
R. Hunt, P. Sanderosa, G. Myers, C. McMantus, D. Fournie, P. Thompkins. 
Junior ~oolbaf f 
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ZERO FOR SIX! 
Successful season? I would have to, very definitely say yes. Although 
we came out on the short end of the scores, the flame of spirit and the 
desire to win was never extinguished. The boys worked hard and gave 
their best. We could not ask for more. I'm sure our fellows profited 
greatly in sportsmanship, co-operation, sacrifice, and hard work. 
As field coach, I am very pleased to say, I am very proud of our 
boys. 
May I also express my gratitude to Mr. McGee, our principal, for 
his wholehearted encouragement and support; to my assistant coaches, 
Mr. B rumpton, Mr. Jenkins, and Mr. Phillip who gave so freely of their 
time and knowledge; to Mr. Malkin who worked very hard on equipment; 
to our student managers, Russ Fields and David La Branche, who were 
invaluable to us; to the staff members who followed our team in rain or 
shine; and to that faithful group of students and cheerleaders who gave 
us their wholehearted support and cheers by their presence at all our 
games. 
We would also like to congratulate Bill Hunt on making the second 
string All City team. 
T. Baggio 
JUNIOR FOOTBALL 
They fought hard, but did not conquer. Yet they didn't lose . This 
sums up the junior football team's achievement for the 1965 fall season . 
Weaknesses they had, such as the faulty running offense and weak 
defensive corners on wide plays. This caused their losses . 
But their strong points more than made up: a good passing attack and 
a solid defensive line. 
Combine this with excellent spirit, teamwork and desire, and you will 
find the 1965 junior team. Every game was close, and lost on a few mis-
takes only . 
Their biggest thrill? Scoring more points offensively than t he senior 
team! 
Fred Antenucci 
"Coach B aggio" 
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L-R: Mr. Bellaire, George Sovran, Marvin Chomyshyn, Tino Baggio, Claudio De1Col, Neil Armstrong, Len 
Robitaille, Paul Acchione, John David, ABSENT: Dennis Downes, Barry Chomyshyn. 
VICTORY AT LAST! 
It has been quite a few years since W. Lowe has had a winning 
Volleyball Team and at the beginning of this season it looked as if there 
wasn't much hope again. After losing two of our first three games , 
things looked dim , but with the consistent coaching of Mr. Bellaire and 
practice every night, our eight man volleybal1l team came back with 4 
str aight victories and a tie for first place . Although most of the boys on 
the first string are leaving this year I hope the remaining players will 
keep up the good work. 
L.R. Robitaille 
"FUN & GAMES" 
(Py gmalion) "AN ELECTRI FYING MOMENT'' 
Ousht tc be ashamed of 
1 
, .· ... 8 ,,.. ., f uni 1anly c 0 ,1 c.rci • .i.-- ... ...:.. .J.. ' . 
5-0 
- - - and this class is what happens 
when the human body comes in con-
tact with a live wire, 
T" 
L-R: Mr, Douglas, Ken Cocane, Rick Armstrong, Tino Baggio, Claudio DelCol, Rick Romanic, Oliver Mio, 
George Sovran, Bob Facca, Larry MacCorrik, Jerry Mouseau, John Lira. 
The first game of the year our team lost to Kennedy by 15 points . 
T his team had some of the same members who last year beat us by 40 
points. So you can see how much we have improved . But we lack one 
very important asset: height. Our first team averages a mea3ly 5 ft. 
10 in. 
Considering that we lost five games by less than ten points, we had 
a fairly good season. 
We have good potent i a 1 in our junior team: David Bigness , Ernie 
Haines and Thoms , along with the members th at are returning from this 
year's squad; th ey should be able to have a very successful season next 
year , if they have some support from the students. 
Rick Romanik 
L-R: (Coach) Mr. Brumpton, Dave Bigness, Gary Loretto, John Intercastle, Mike Stump, Flavio Marlon, 












3RD STRING AT ,L 
CITY FOOTBALL 
BOB TURNER 
2ND STRING ALL CITY 
HOCKEY 
JERRY MOUSSEAU 




MOST IMPROVED PLAYER 
FOOTBALL 
GARY CHURCHILL 
2ND STRING ALL CITY 
HOCKEY 
TINO BAGGIO 








L-R: Mr. Savage, Norm Savage, Linda Porter, Dave 
Clarke. 
L-R: Gerry Mousseau, Ken Kokanle, Oliver Mio, 
G. Taylor, Mike Vujovich, Danny Thoms. 
FRONT ROW: Art Snider, Dave Keon, John Elliott, Bob Gilboe, Bobby Hull, Joyce, Mike Hunt, Stan Mikita, 
John Pipes, Maneul Lemmo, Gordie Howe, BACK ROW: Rick Croft, Bob Green, Dan Wigle, Bob Turner, 
Daren Maclean, Gerry Oglan, Garry Churchill, Len Gallagher, Glen Stannard, Mr. Costello (Coach). 
The W,D, Lowe Roughriders completed their first season in the Windsor Secondary Hockey Association 
after re- entering the circuit following a lengthy lay- off. 
Coach Mr. Costello felt that the boys deserve a great deal of credit for their efforts put forth, What 
could have been the highlight of the year ended in a 4- 3 loss to Assumption Purple Raiders -- the undefeated 
team of the league and the elimination from the semi- final total goal series, 
All- Star recognition was given to Bob Turner and Gary Churchill on the cities second team, Also, 
Manuel Lemmo, the teams leading scorer received honourable mention, 
The team received great support for such a new event. Coach Costello is optimistic for the coming 
season. 
All those who aided in making the season s uccessful are to be congratulated and informed that their 




Young men attending the Canadian Ser-
vices Colleges and Canadian universities 
\lnder the tri-service Regular Officer Train-
ing Plan (ROTP) train for challenging and 
rewarding careers as officers in the Canadian 
Armed Forces. High school graduates of 
Senior MatricU1lation or Junior Matricula-
tion standing qualify for entrance on a 
competitive basis. These young men arc 
selected and will advance on one basis 
alone - on their merit. 
For information regarding tuillon, 
bO'ard, lodging, uniforms, books, 
instruments, medical ! 
a,rd dental care, and 
salary, co11sult tire 
Canadian Forces Re-
cruiting Centre i11 your • 
area, or write to tire 
Director of Recruit- W 
ing, Department of w 
National Defence, , '- ~· ~ . 
Ouawa 4, Ontario. • · _ . -...-~ 
• READY-MIX CONCRETE 











\/1/e are very grateful to 
our extremely competent 
art department and esp-
ecially Carol Kravets for 
the commendable job she 
did on th is book I s cover. 
GASPE, QUE. - PERCE NORTH BEACH 
AND THREE SISTERS 
Canadian Notional Railways photo 


FIRST ROW: Linda Porter, Joyce Matljasevic, Sandi Poupard, Sharon Sinclair, Joanna Bullard. SECOND 
ROW: Joe Bulat, Mike Skreptak, Terry Jaques, Paul Acchione, Fred Wallace, Len Robitaille, Rick Bellaire, 
Norm Savage, Clint Furbert, Al Knight, Mr. Atj Roach. THIRD ROW: Ed Mulane, Juluis Caeser, Mouse 
Trapper, Larry Le Blanc, Burt Fuzzy, Randy Silva, Frank Dattilo, Gerald Baillargeon. 
';l)ramaf ic:1 
On Thursday February 10 and Saturday February 12 the Lowe Dramatic Society's 
first production of a full blown murder mystery "The Mousetrap'' was staged for public 
presentation. Every person who participated in, or watched the play was able to boast 
of witnessing a rare and successful production. 
''The Mousetrap", an Agatha Christle special, was directed by and casted by Mr. 
Roach. Members of the colourful cast were; Joanna Bullard, Allan Knight, Joyce 
Matajasevic, Clint Furbert, Sandi Poupard, Dean LaBute, Len Robitaille and Gerald 
Baillargeon. 
The members of Mr. Marchand 's stage and properties crew that did such a splendid 
job in creating Monkswell Manor were; Larry LeBlanc, Dave Labranche, Sharon Sinclair, 
Diane Jackson, Norm Yeryk, Robin Carrick, Nancy Wigle, Bev Young, Joanna Bullard, 
Marjorie Dennison and class 9A section B. In this connection, Mr. Weir, Mr. Puusa, and 
Mr, Chirgwin helped immensely. 
The actors are indebted to the make- up crew Joe Bulat, Sharon Sinclair, Normand 
Savage and Linda Lee Porter with whom they closely worked. Art work and the striking 
Op Art Posters were created under the criUcal eye of Mr. Monks who was capably assisted 
by John Schoof, Sandi Poupard, Joyce Matajasevic, Nancy Wigle, Rick Bagdasarian and 
Darry Pearce. 
The effective blackQutinthemurdersceneofthe play was the handiwork of Mr, Kocot 's 
sound and lighting crew; Mike Skreptak, Randy Sliva, Ed Mullaine, Fred Wallace, Paul 
Acchione, Wayne Strudwick and Richard Bellaire. House and stage lights and sound effects 
were suprisingly of professional calibre. 
Ticket sales and the imaginative publicity were handled by Mr. Chlrgwin and Mr. 
Boudreau. 
Mr, Reynolds Ushers had their hands full because of the large attendance on both 
performance nights. 
The excellently detailed programmes drawn up by Mr. Grimes were in the possession. 
of the audience when the stage curtains parted. Our patient prompter Predrag Jovanovic 
helped tremendously in the continuity of the play. 
Many names are involved in this years performance and behind the names are many 
enthusiastic people. They have all been richly rewarded by the "sweet smell of success." 
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l fiumor 
1111111,111111111111 
Rick R. - Did you see the bus driver look at 
you as if you had not paid your 
bus fare? 
BUl H. - Yes, and did you see me look 2.t 
llllllllli~ii~i~111111111111111111 
Bob S. - Now I don't want my hair lopped 
off - just the merest trifle. 
Barber - I understand sir, just a noise with 
scissors, 
11111111111111mm1111111111111111 , 
Fred A, - How did the man in room 314 
become a teacher. 
Inspector Smartio - So you've become a 





C a m era 
FRONT ROW: Mike Landgraf!, Joe Bulat, Paul Acchione, Fred Wallace, Tian Ing, Abe Maklic, Bob Taylor. 
MIDDLE ROW: Mr. Awad, Joe Shtick, Jim Parent, Pete Ryan, Ron St. John, Richard Ross, Dave Basden, 
Cliff Gauthier. BACK ROW: Harold Shore, Bob Farley, Dave Winch. 
Sociaf Commitfee 
FIRST ROW: Tim Parent, Rob Seems, Dave Clarke. (Kneeling) Tom Smlth. SECOND ROW: Frank Carauana, 





















Cdt, Lt. Col. Robert s. McDowell 
me:uage 
This year it has been a great pleasure to be the 
Commander of No, 1112 Cadet Corps of W,D, Lowe 
Technical School. 
To make a success of Cadets, requires co-op-
eration on the part of everyone involved; credit 
must be given to each member of the Corps for hls 
part in the inspection. 
Special thanks are given to the specialist platoons 
for their hard work and also to Mr, Phlllp and Mr, 
Allen. 
I hope that ln the following year more students 
wlll take advantage of the Cadet training at this 
school and uphold the honour of the 1112Cadet Corps. 
Cdt, Lt, Col, Robert S, McDowell 
FRONT ROW L-R: R. Raeside, N. Dmytrow, G. Plazza, P. Santoro, J. Day, G. Hogue, F. Dattllo, K. Mann, 
J. Libby, N. Yeryk. BACK ROW: D. Ramsay, E. Souran, W. Strudwick, R. Rivest, H. Golla, J. Janca, V. 
Bavetta, M. Deluca, D. Greaber, R. Bastien, L. Gagnier, L. LeBlanc, J, Spooner, N. Tanguay, D. Desrosiers, 
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COLAUTTI BROTHERS LIMITED 
2490 Mc Dougal St., 
Windsor, Ont. 
• 
Ceramic Tile - Terrazzo - Marble 
• 
Resi I ient Ti le Flooring 
• 
Carpeting and Draperies. 
Windsor 









FREE PLACEMENT SERVICE 
TRAIN IN THE SCHOOL THAT WILL DO THE 
MOST FOR YOU 
WINDSOR BUSINESS COLLEGE 
R.J. SERVICE, PRINCIPAL 
709 OUELLETTE AVENUE 
GOING 
BELL 
IS GREAT GOING! 
After High School, what? Plenty! The 
Bell can give grads valuable 
assistance toward finding a suitable 
career. And, while you train in the 
job of your choice it's full pay! Come 
on down to the Bell Office, even 
before you graduate. If it's college for 
you, great! We'll gladly tell you 
about opportunities waiting for you 
at the Bell when you've graduated. 
Phone 253-4021 
The Bell Telephone Company of Canada ~ 




MAYOR JOHN WHEELTON 
Council 
Roy A. Battagello 
Mrs. C. H. Montrose 
Roy Moore 
John P. Morand 
) 
I Louis J. Paref'lt 
Dr. Roy Perry 
Wm. C. Riggs 
A. H. Weeks 
REAL COOL - - THAT'S MILK 
DRINK MILK FOR THAT ZIP AND ZOOM FEELING 
MILK EDUCATION COUNCIL OF W INDSOR AND ESSEX COUNTY 
HAWKESWOOD GARAGE 
LIMITED 
Complete Coll ision Service 
Phone 252- 6511 
270 Erie Street East 
Windsor, Ontario 
"PRIDE IN WORKMANSHIP IS OUR 
TRADEMARK 11 
WITH BEST WI SHES FROM 
TEPPERMAN'S 
Furniture Store 
1214 Ottawa Street 
69 




TOOL CO., LIMITED 
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with that exclusive . . . 
LINDA BROOKS LOOK ... 
No other field offers you so much, 
A high income rlght from the start. 
Your choice of wonderful posltlons 
as a respected, well rewarded 
beautician. And an excltlng new 
social life as well. 
But you need the training that no 
ordinary beauty culture school 
can offer you. You need the vital 
"extra" of Linda Brooks Charm and 
Beauty Training as well as the 
standard beauticians' training. ours 
is the only school in this area 
selected to offer the :famous Linda 
Brooks Charm Training in conjunc-
tion with our complete beauty cul-
ture course. 
FOR SOCIAL SUCCESS AS WELL AS 
SECURITY-CALL, WRITE OR VISIT 
Windsor Beauty Culture School 
831 University Ave. West Windsor, Ont. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
Canteen of Canada 
COMPLETE VENDING OR 
CAFETERIA SERVICE 
Gestetner (Canada) Limited 
THE WORLD' S PREMlER DUPLICATOR 









3064 DEVON ROAD 
WINDSOR - ONTARIO 
TOOLS DIES 
Special Student Rates 
In Effect At All Times 
At 
Phone: 253-8473 
TOOLS - DIES - FIXTURES 
BRYAN PATTERN & MFG. COMP. LTD. 
225 Eugenie St. 
WINmOR Phone: 966-1550 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
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